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Embedding codimension of the space of arcs
Christopher Chiu, Tommaso de Fernex, and Roi Docampo
Abstract. We introduce a notion of embedding codimension of an arbitrary local
ring, establish some general properties, and study in detail the case of arc spaces of
schemes of finite type over a field. Viewing the embedding codimension as a measure
of singularities, our main result can be interpreted as saying that the singularities of
the arc space are maximal at the arcs that are fully embedded in the singular locus of
the underlying scheme, and progressively improve as we move away from said locus.
As an application, we complement a theorem of Drinfeld, Grinberg, and Kazhdan
on formal neighborhoods in arc spaces by providing a converse to their theorem, an
optimal bound for the embedding codimension of the formal model appearing in the
statement, a precise formula for the embedding dimension of the model constructed in
Drinfeld’s proof, and a geometric meaningful way of realizing the decomposition stated
in the theorem.
1. Introduction
In this paper we define the embedding codimension of an arbitrary local ring and use
it to quantify singularities of arc spaces.
The embedding codimension is a familiar notion in the Noetherian setting, where it is
defined, for local rings, as the difference between the embedding dimension and the Krull
dimension. It was studied for instance in [Lec64] under the name of regularity defect.
Note, however, that if the ring is not Noetherian then both of these quantities can be
infinite, and even when they are finite it can happen that the embedding dimension is
smaller than the dimension. Rank-two valuation rings give simple examples where this
phenomenon occurs.
Arc spaces provide a situation of geometric interest where non-Noetherian rings and
rings of infinite embedding dimension naturally arise. With this in mind, we extend the
definition of embedding codimension to arbitrary local rings (A,m, k), by setting
ecodim(A) := ht(ker(γ))
where γ : Symk(m/m
2) → gr(A) is the natural homomorphism. Geometrically, we may
think of ecodim(A) as the codimension of the tangent cone of A inside its tangent
space. Note that when A is Noetherian this notion agrees with the classical definition of
embedding codimension, as in this case dim(A) = dim(gr(A)). When A is a k-algebra,
we have ecodim(A) = 0 if and only if A is formally smooth over k, and therefore one
can view the embedding codimension as a (rough) measure of singularity.
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2 Embedding codimension of the space of arcs
If (A,m, k) is equicharacteristic, then an alternative definition can be given by consid-
ering the infimum of ht(ker(τ)) for all surjective continuous τ : k[[xi | i ∈ I]] → Â. We
call the resulting notion formal embedding codimension, and denote it by fcodim(A). In
this paper we establish the following comparison theorem.
Theorem A. For every equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k), we have
ecodim(A) ≤ fcodim(A),
and equality holds in the following cases:
(1) edim(A) <∞, or
(2) there exists a scheme X of finite type over k such that A is isomorphic to the
local ring of the arc space of X at a k-rational point.
In order to prove Theorem A and related results on the formal embedding codimension,
we make use of various results concerning infinite-variate power series rings and their
localizations which are of independent interest in the study of non-Noetherian rings.
Local rings of arc spaces and their completions where studied in [GK00,Dria,Reg06,
Reg09,Reg18,dFD]. The paper [dFD] looks at the embedding dimension of the local rings
to characterize stable points of arc spaces, which were originally studied in [DL99,Reg06].
In this paper, we consider the embedding codimension.
Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k, and let X∞ be its arc space. A point
α ∈ X∞ corresponds to a formal arc α : SpecK[[t]] → X where K is the residue field,
and defines a valuation ordα on the local ring of X at the base point α0 of the arc (the
image of the closed point of SpecK[[t]]). It is convenient to denote by αη the image of
the generic point of SpecK[[t]]. With this notation, we can state our next theorem.
Theorem B. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k, and α ∈ X∞.
(1) Assume that either k has characteristic zero or α ∈ X∞(k). Then we have that
ecodim(OX∞,α) <∞ if and only if αη ∈ Xsm.
(2) Assume that k is perfect and αη ∈ Xsm, and let X
0 ⊂ X be the irreducible
component containing αη. Then
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(JacX0).
One of the motivations behind this result comes from the following theorem, originally
conjectured by Drinfeld and proved by Grinberg and Kazhdan in characteristic zero and
then by Drinfeld in arbitrary characteristic. Here and in the following, we exclude the
trivial case where X is, locally, just a reduced point.
Theorem 1.1 ([GK00,Dria,Drib]). Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k, and
let α ∈ X∞(k) be a k-rational point. If αη ∈ Xsm, then there exits a decomposition
X̂∞,α ∼= Ẑz×ˆ∆
N
where Ẑz is the formal completion of a scheme Z of finite type over k at a point z ∈ Z(k),
and ∆N = Spf(k[[xi | i ∈ N]]).
Given the existence of an isomorphism as in Theorem 1.1, we say that X∞ admits a
DGK decomposition at α. The germ (Z, z) (given by SpecOZ,z) as well as its completion
Ẑz = Spf(ÔZz) are often referred to as a formal model for α. Drinfeld’s proof yields an
algorithm for computing such a model; we will refer to it as a Drinfeld model.
Partial converses of Theorem 1.1 were obtained in [BS17a], where it is given an explicit
example of a k-valued constant arc through the singular locus of X for which a DGK
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decomposition does not exist, and in [CH], where it is shown that, in characteristic
zero, if α is any constant arc contained in the singular locus of X then there are no
smooth factors in X̂∞,α at all. Examples of non-constant arcs that are contained in the
singular locus for which there is no DGK decomposition can easily be constructed from
these results; see also [Seb16,BS17c] for related results. An extension of the theorem to
formal schemes is given in [BS17b]. Formal models of toric singularities are studied in
[BS19b].
As an application of our methods, we give a sharp converse to Theorem 1.1 and
provide an optimal bound to the embedded codimension of the formal model.
Theorem C. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k, and let α ∈ X∞(k) be a
k-rational point.
(1) If X∞ admits a DGK decomposition at α, then αη ∈ Xsm.
(2) Assume that k is perfect and αη ∈ Xsm, and let X
0 ⊂ X be the irreducible
component containing αη. Then for any formal model (Z, z) for α we have
ecodim(OZ,z) ≤ ordα(JacX0).
Moreover, for every e ∈ N there exist X and α such that both sides in this formula
are equal to e.
The next result, which combines results of this paper with Theorem 1.1, provides a
geometrically meaningful way of realizing a DGK decomposition and gives an explicit
formula for the embedding dimension of a Drinfeld model.
Theorem D. Let be an affine scheme of finite type over a perfect field k, let α ∈ X∞(k)
be a k-rational point with αη ∈ Xsm, and let d = dimαη(X). Let f : X → Y := A
d be a
general linear projection.
(1) The map f∞ : X∞ → Y∞ induces an isomorphism from the Zariski tangent space
of X∞ at α to the Zariski tangent space of Y∞ at β := f∞(α), and hence a closed
embedding
f̂∞,α : X̂∞,α →֒ Ŷ∞,β.
(2) For a suitable isomorphism Ŷ∞,β ∼= Speck[[ui | i ∈ N]], the scheme X̂∞,α is
defined in this embedding by finitely many polynomials in the variables uj , and
hence the embedding gives a DGK decomposition of X∞ at α.
(3) Let X0 ⊂X be the irreducible component containing αη, and set e := ordα(JacX0).
Denote by ̂Y2e−1,β2e−1 the completion of the (2e − 1)-jet scheme of Y at the
truncation of β. If (Z, z) is a Drinfeld model compatible with the projection f ,
then the composition of maps
Ẑz →֒ X̂∞,α →֒ Ŷ∞,β ։ ̂Y2e−1,β2e−1
gives an embedding of Ẑz into ̂Y2e−1,β2e−1, and this embedding induces an iso-
morphism at the level of continuous tangent spaces. In particular, we have
edim(OZ,z) = 2d ordα(JacX0).
By combining Theorems C and D, one sees that all Drinfeld models (Z, z) have the
same dimension, and such dimension satisfies
(2d − 1) ordα(JacX0) ≤ dim(Z) ≤ 2d ordα(JacX0).
4 Embedding codimension of the space of arcs
In general, Drinfeld models are different from the minimal formal model. The above
theorem implies that 2d ordα(JacX0) is an upperbound on the embedding dimension of
the minimal formal model.
The proofs of Theorems B and D rely on a formula on the sheaf of differentials of
X∞ from [dFD]. A result related to part (1) of Theorem D, dealing with the case where
f : X → Y is a generically finite morphism of equidimensional schemes with X smooth,
was obtained in [EM09] using a more direct computation of the map induced at the
level of Zariski tangent spaces. General projections to Ad are also used in [Dria] in order
to set up the proof for the Weierstrass preparation theorem; however, Drinfeld’s proof
does not lead to the same conclusions about f̂∞,α or about the embedding of Ẑz into
̂Y2e−1,β2e−1 . General projections to A
d were also used in [Reg18,MR18], and in fact our
results give a new proof of one of the theorems of [MR18].
There have been several attempts at extending Theorem 1.1 to a more global state-
ment, see [BNS16,Ngo,BK,HW], which at their core all rely on the Weierstrass prepa-
ration theorem. The question stems from the expectation that there should exist a
well-behaved theory of perverse sheaves on arc spaces (as well as on other closely related
infinite dimensional spaces). Theorem 1.1 suggests that one could try to define such
perverse sheaves in terms of the intersection complexes of the formal models, but one
needs a more global version of the DGK decomposition to make sense out of this. We
refer to the above citations for the motivations behind these questions.
Our interest in Theorem D comes from the observation that the same projection
f : X → Ad works for all arcs α′ ∈ X∞(k) in a neighborhood of α and having the
same order of contact with JacX0 . The order of contact with the Jacobian ideals of
the irreducible components of X gives a stratification of X∞, and the hope is that the
theorem may turn out to be useful in order to understand how the DGK decomposition
varies along strata.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first few sections we review some basic
properties of power series rings in an arbitary number of indeterminates and establish
varrious properties that we have been unable to locate in the literature. Ideals of finite
definition, which provide the algebraic interpretation of a DGK decomposition, are dis-
cussed in Section 5. These sections provide some general results on non-Noetherian rings
and are independent from our applications to the study of singularities of arc spaces.
In the following two sections the embedding codimension and its formal counterpart are
defined and general properties of these notions are studied. Starting from Section 8, we
focus on the case of arc spaces, proving some technical theorems in Section 8 and then
addressing the theorem of Drinfeld, Grinberg, and Kazhdan in Sections 9 and 10. The
last section is devoted to some applications related to Mather–Jacobian discrepancies,
among others to the case of toric singularities using results of [BS19b].
Theorem A follows from Theorem 7.8 and Corollaries 7.5 and 9.7. Theorem B follows
from Corollary 8.8 and Theorem 8.5. Theorem C follows from Theorem 9.4 and Exam-
ple 9.6. Theorem D follows from Theorems 9.8 and 10.2.
Acknowledgments. We wish to thank Herwig Hauser, Mel Hochster, Hiraku Kawanoue,
Franc¸ois Loeser, Mircea Mustat¸a˘, and Karl Schwede for useful comments and discussions.
2. Rings of formal power series
In the paper we will work with rings of power series in an arbitrary number of inde-
terminates. For our purposes, we adopt the definition of these rings as completions of
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polynomial rings, a definition that differs from other standard approaches to the theory.
In this section, we briefly review the notions of completion, graded ring, and rings of
power series. All of the material here is standard, but we want to fix notation and bring
attention to some of the subtleties that appear in the infinite-dimensional setting.
Let A be a ring and m ⊂ A an ideal. We do not assume that m is a maximal ideal.
We denote by Â := lim←−nA/m
n the m-adic completion of A and regard it as a topological
ring with respect to its limit topology. Given an ideal a ⊂ A, we denote by â ⊂ Â the
completion of a as a topological A-submodule. A basis for all neighborhoods U ⊂ Â of
0 is given by the descending chain of ideals
m̂n = ker(Â→ A/mn).
The ideal â then coincides with the topological closure of a inside Â, that is,
â =
⋂
n
(a+ m̂n).
Note that, if m is not finitely generated, then the natural topology on Â may differ from
the m̂-adic topology of Â, see Remark 2.3.
We will denote by grm(A) :=
⊕
n≥0m
n/mn+1 the graded algebra of A with respect to
the m-adic filtration. If m is understood from context, we simply write gr(A) for grm(A).
We will regard Â as endowed with the filtration {m̂n} induced by the completion, and
therefore its graded algebra is given by gr(Â) :=
⊕
n≥0 m̂
n/m̂n+1. There are natural
isomorphisms m̂p/m̂q ≃ mp/mq for all p < q. This gives a natural identification between
gr(Â) and gr(A). If a ⊂ A is an ideal of A, then we write in(a) :=
⊕
n≥0(a∩m
n)/mn+1 for
the corresponding initial ideal. Similarly, for a ⊂ Â, we set in(a) :=
⊕
n≥0(a∩m̂
n)/m̂n+1.
For an element f ∈ A (or f ∈ Â), we write in(f) ∈ gr(A) for the corresponding initial
form.
Let S be a ring, and let {xi | i ∈ I} be a collection of indeterminates indexed by
an arbitrary set I. We consider the polynomial ring P = S[xi | i ∈ I] and denote by
P̂ = S[[xi | i ∈ I]] the completion of P with respect to the ideal (xi | i ∈ I), that is,
S[[xi | i ∈ I]] := lim←−n S[xi | i ∈ I]/(xi | i ∈ I)
n.
Definition 2.1. We call S[[xi | i ∈ I]] the power series ring in the indeterminates xi,
with i ∈ I, and with coefficients in S.
Remark 2.2. The polynomial ring S[xi | i ∈ I] is always the colimit (i.e., the union) of
all S[xj | j ∈ J ] with J ⊂ I finite. On the other hand, if I infinite then S[[xi | i ∈ I]] is
not the colimit of all S[[xj | j ∈ J ]] with J ⊂ I finite; it is, however, the colimit of all
S[[xj | j ∈ J ]] with J ⊂ I countable.
Remark 2.3. Denote m = (xi | i ∈ I). By the exact sequence
0→ m̂n → S[[xi | i ∈ I]]→ S[xi | i ∈ I]/m
n → 0,
we see that if I is infinite then each m̂n, for n ≥ 2, strictly contains m̂n. For instance,
taking I = N, the element
∑
n≥1 x
n+1
n belongs to m̂
2 but not to m̂2. Since m̂n is the
closure of m̂n, this shows that the natural topology on S[[xi | i ∈ I]] coming from the
completion does not coincide with the m̂-adic one.
6 Embedding codimension of the space of arcs
Remark 2.4. Let us contrast the above definition of S[[xi | i ∈ I]] with the ring of
formal power series defined in [Bou74, Chapter III, Section 2.11], which we want to
briefly recall. For any set I we denote by N(I) the set of functions I → N that take
only finitely many non-zero values. Then N(I) is a monoid, which we identify with the
collection of monomials in the variables {xi | i ∈ I} by writing x
α =
∏
i∈I, α(i)6=0 x
α(i)
i for
every α ∈ N(I). The S-module SN
(I)
can be made into an S-algebra as follows: writing
an element a = (aα)α∈N(I) as a =
∑
α∈N(I) aαx
α, multiplication is defined via formal
extension of xα · xβ := xα+β . We call SN
(I)
the ring of Bourbaki power series.
Notice that there is a natural inclusion of rings S[[xi | i ∈ I]] ⊂ S
N(I) . This inclusion
is an equality if |I| <∞, and is a strict inclusion if |I| =∞ as in this case
∑
i∈I xi is in
SN
(I)
but not in S[[xi | i ∈ I]].
Remark 2.5. It is often convenient to expand a formal power series in a subset of the
indeterminates, but this becomes delicate in the infinite-dimensional case. Let I and
J be arbitrary sets, and let xi and yj be indeterminates indexed by i ∈ I and j ∈ J ,
respectively. Dropping for short the index sets from the notation, we have the following
natural containments:
S[[xi]]⊗S S[[yj ]] →֒ S[[xi]][[yj ]] →֒ S[[xi, yj ]] →֒ (S[[xi]])
N(J) .
The first inclusion is always strict, and the other two are equalities if and only if J is
finite. For example, if N ⊂ J and x = xi0 is one of the indeterminates, then the series∑
n≥1 ynx
n belongs to S[[xi, yj ]] but not to S[[xi]][[yj ]]. Notice that Bourbaki power
series are better behaved in this respect, as SN
(I⊔J)
= (SN
(I)
)N
(J)
= (SN
(J)
)N
(I)
.
Remark 2.6. Let I be an arbitrary set, possibly infinite. We have natural identifications
gr(S[[xi | i ∈ I]]) ≃ gr(S[xi | i ∈ I]) ≃ S[xi | i ∈ I].
Any non-zero power series f ∈ S[[xi | i ∈ I]] can be written as f =
∑∞
n=n0
fn where
fn ∈ S[xi | i ∈ I] is homogeneous of degree n and fn0 6= 0. Under the above identification,
the initial form of f is given by in(f) = fn0 . If a ⊂ S[[xi | i ∈ I]] is an ideal, then in(a)
gets identified with the ideal of S[xi | i ∈ I] generated by the initial forms of elements
of a.
Proposition 2.7. Let P = S[xi | i ∈ I] and P̂ = S[[xi | i ∈ I]], where S is a ring and I
a set. Let a ⊂ P̂ be an ideal such that in(a) ⊂ P is finitely generated. Then a is finitely
generated and is closed in P̂ .
Proof. This is proven in [Eis95, Proposition 7.12] for any ring R which is complete with
respect to some filtration mi. 
Question 2.8. Does the converse of Proposition 2.7 hold, that is, is the initial ideal in(a)
finitely generated for any finitely generated ideal a of P̂? Alternatively, is any finitely
generated a already closed inside P̂?
3. Embedding dimension
In this section we briefly recall the notion of embedding dimension and review some
basic properties.
Definition 3.1. The embedding dimension of a local ring (A,m, k) is defined to be
edim(A) := dimk(m/m
2).
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The k-vector space m/m2 is called the Zariski cotangent space of A.
When the local ring is equicharacteristic, the embedding dimension can equivalently
be computed as the dimension of an embedding of the completion in a formal power
series ring. Even more, if A is essentially of finite type over an infinite field k, then this
embedding exists already at a Zariski-local level (see Theorem 3.15). Before we review
these facts, it is convenient to introduce some terminology and discuss some general
properties.
Definition 3.2. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring. A formal coefficient
field of A is a subfield K ⊂ Â that maps isomorphically to Â/m̂ via the residue map.
As it is well known, every equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k) admits a formal coef-
ficient field K ⊂ Â (see Remark 3.11).
In order to talk about a well-behaved notion of cotangent map between completions
of non-Noetherian rings, we make the following definition.
Definition 3.3. Let (A,m, k) be a local ring. The k-vector space m̂/m̂2 is called the
continuous Zariski cotangent space of Â. A collection of elements ai ∈ Â, i ∈ I, are
called formal coordinates if their images ai in m̂/m̂2 form a basis.
Remark 3.4. The continuous Zariski cotangent space m̂/m̂2 of Â is naturally isomorphic
to the Zariski cotangent space m/m2 of A, but in general it is not the same as the Zariski
cotangent space m̂/m̂2 of Â, as seen in Remark 2.3.
Remark 3.5. If (A,m, k) is a local ring admitting a coefficient field, then the continuous
cotangent space of Â is isomorphic to Ω̂A/k ⊗Â k, where
Ω̂A/k := lim←−
n
Ω(A/mn)/k
is defined as in [EGA IV1, Chapter 0IV, 20.7].
Definition 3.6. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring. A formal embedding
of A is a surjective continuous homomorphism τ : P̂ → Â where P̂ = k[[xi | i ∈ I]] is a
power series ring. A formal embedding τ is called efficient if the induced map at the
level of continuous Zariski cotangent spaces n̂/n̂2 → m̂/m̂2 is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.7. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring. Let K ⊂ Â be a
formal coefficient field, and let ai ∈ Â, i ∈ I, be formal coordinates. Then there exists
a unique efficient formal embedding τ : P̂ = k[[xi | i ∈ I]] → Â such that τ(k) = K and
τ(xi) = ai. Every efficient formal embedding of A is of this form.
Proof. First, note that for every n ≥ 1 the composition K → Â → Â/m̂n is injective
(since K maps isomorphically to the residue field k = Â/m̂) and hence gives an embed-
ding K ⊂ A/mn via the natural isomorphism Â/m̂n ≃ A/mn. Letting P = k[xi | i ∈ I]
and n = (xi | i ∈ I) ⊂ P , we have compatible homomorphisms τn : P/n
n → A/mn
such that τn(k) = K and τn(xi) = ai + m
n. Taking limits, these maps define τ and
determine it uniquely. By construction gr(τ) is surjective, and hence τ is surjective by
[Bou72, Chapter III, Section 2.8, Corollary 2]. Since τ induces an isomorphism at the
level of continuous Zariski cotangent spaces, we see that τ is an efficient formal em-
bedding. For the last statement, notice that if τ is an efficient formal embedding, then
clearly K = τ(k) is a formal coefficient field and τ(xi), i ∈ I, are formal coordinates. 
8 Embedding codimension of the space of arcs
The map τ in Proposition 3.7 can be interpreted as follows. For short, let P :=
Symk(m/m
2). Every choice of formal coefficient field K ⊂ Â and formal coordinates
ai ∈ Â, i ∈ I, determines an embeddingm/m
2 →֒ Â as aK-vector space, and hence a map
τ0 : P → Â. Letting xi = ai + m
2 ∈ P , we get a natural identification P = k[xi | i ∈ I].
Then the map τ is obtained from τ0 by completing the domain.
Remark 3.8. There is also a natural embeddingm/m2 →֒ gr(A) as a k-vector space, which
induces a map γ : P → gr(A). It is immediate from the construction that gr(τ) = γ. In
particular we see that gr(τ) is independent of any choices. On the other hand, τ itself
certainly depends on the choices of the formal coefficient field K and formal coordinates
ai ∈ Â, i ∈ I.
The following result addresses the dependence of τ on K and {ai | i ∈ I}.
Proposition 3.9. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring, let K,K ′ ⊂ Â be
two formal coefficient fields, and let {ai | i ∈ I} ⊂ Â and {a
′
i | i ∈ I} ⊂ Â be two
sets of formal coordinates. Consider the two maps τ : P̂ := k[[xi | i ∈ I]] → Â and
τ ′ : P̂ ′ := k[[x′i | i ∈ I]]→ Â given by Proposition 3.7. Then there exists an isomorphism
ϕ : P̂ ′ → P̂ such that τ ′ = τ ◦ ϕ.
The proof of Proposition 3.9 relies on the following basic property of formally smooth
algebras. The statement is a natural generalization of the definition of formal smooth-
ness which guarantees lifting not only via extensions with nilpotent kernel, but also via
extensions with topologically nilpotent kernel.
Proposition 3.10. Let k0 be a topological ring, and k a formally smooth k0-algebra.
Let C be a complete metrizable topological k0-algebra, and I ⊂ C a closed ideal such
that {In} tends to zero. Then every continuous k0-algebra homomorphism u : k → C/I
factors as k
v
−→ C → C/I, where v is a continuous k0-algebra homomorphism.
k0 //

C

k
u
//
v
==④
④
④
④
④
C/I
Proof. See [EGA IV1, Chapter 0IV, Proposition 19.3.10]. 
Remark 3.11. Proposition 3.10 implies the existence of formal coefficient fields for any
equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k). In this case C = Â, I = m̂, k0 is the prime field
contained in Â, k is the residue field, and u is the identity. Notice that k0 is perfect, and
therefore k is separable over k0 (hence formally smooth). Then K = v(k) is a formal
coefficient field.
Let S be any discrete topological ring. For any two topological S-algebras T and T ′
the tensor product T ⊗S T
′ is endowed with the final topology with respect to its natural
maps. The completed tensor product T ⊗ˆST
′ is defined to be the completion of T ⊗S T
′.
Note that the operation ⊗ˆS is the coproduct in the category of complete topological
S-algebras.
Lemma 3.12. Let (S, n, k) be a local k-algebra. Any continuous S-algebra map
ϕ : S ⊗ˆk k[[ti | i ∈ I]]→ S ⊗ˆk k[[zi | i ∈ I]]
which induces an isomorphism of continuous cotangent spaces is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Note that a basis for the topology on S ⊗k k[[ti]] is given by the filtration
mn :=
∑
d+e=n
nd +
(
(ti | i ∈ I)
e
)̂
.
Thus it follows that for the associated graded rings we have
gr(S ⊗ˆk k[[ti | i ∈ I]]) ≃ gr(S ⊗k k[ti | i ∈ I]) ≃ gr(S)⊗k k[ti | i ∈ I].
The map ϕ induces a gr(S)-algebra map
gr(S)[ti | i ∈ I]→ gr(S)[zi | i ∈ I],
which by assumption is an isomorphism. Thus we can use [AM69, Lemma 10.23] to see
that ϕ is bijective. It is easy to check that ϕ−1 is continuous and we are done. 
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Let k0 be the prime field contained in Â. Notice that k is
formally smooth over k0. We apply Proposition 3.10 in the situation in which C = P̂ ,
I = ker(τ), and u : k → Â = C/I is the map such that u(k) = K ′. Notice that
I = τ−1(0) is closed because Â is separated, and that {In} tends to zero because
In ⊂ n̂n. We get a map v : k → P̂ verifying τ(v(k)) = K ′.
Since τ is surjective, there exist power series fi ∈ P̂ such that τ(fi) = a
′
i. The map ϕ
is given by ϕ(x′i) = fi and ϕ|k = v. Lemma 3.12 shows that ϕ is an isomorphism. 
Remark 3.13. By the same argument of the proof of Proposition 3.9, one can see that
given any two formal embeddings τ : P̂ → Â and τ ′ : P̂ ′ → Â (not necessarily efficient)
there is always a map ϕ : P̂ ′ → P̂ such that τ ′ = τ ◦ ϕ, and if τ efficient then ϕ is
surjective.
Proposition 3.14. For every equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k) we have
edim(A) = min
τ
dim P̂
where the minimum is taken over all choices of formal embeddings τ : P̂ → Â and is
achieved whenever τ is an efficient formal embedding.
Proof. Let τ : P̂ → Â be a formal embedding, and write P = k[xi | i ∈ I] and n = (xi |
i ∈ I) ⊂ P . Since τ is continuous, we have that τ(n̂c) ⊂ m̂ for some c. As m̂ is maximal,
this forces τ(n̂) ⊂ m̂, and continuity gives τ(n̂n) ⊂ m̂n for all n. Hence we get an induced
map at the level of graded rings gr(τ) : P → gr(A). Since τ is surjective, gr(τ) is also
surjective and τ(n̂n) = m̂n for every n. In particular τ induces a surjection at the level
of Zariski cotangent spaces n/n2 → m/m2 and we see that edim(A) ≤ dim P̂ . If τ is an
efficient formal embedding, then the map n/n2 → m/m2 is an isomorphism and we have
edim(A) = dim P̂ . 
We finish this section by recalling the following result, which guarantees the existence
of a Zariski-local minimal embedding for singular points of a scheme of finite type over
an infinite field. This is well-known in the case of complex varieties (see for example
[BK84, Theorem 3]) and we provide an extension of the proof to the more general case
considered here.
Theorem 3.15. Let X be a scheme of finite type over an infinite field k and x ∈ X(k). If
edim(X,x) = d and X is not smooth at x, then there exists a closed subscheme Y ⊂ Adk,
a point y ∈ Y (k), and an isomorphism
OY,y ≃ OX,x.
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Proof. We may assume that X is projective and embedded in Pn for some n > d. Denote
by k¯ the algebraic closure of k and write X¯ := X ×k Spec(k¯) and x¯ for the k¯-point on
X¯ corresponding to x. As OX¯,x¯ is not a regular ring, we have
dimx¯(X¯) < edim(X¯, x¯) = edim(X,x) = d.
Suppose we can find a linear projection π : Pn → Pd defined over k such that, if Y¯
denotes the scheme-theoretic image of X¯ under π and y¯ = π(x¯), then the induced map
OY¯ ,y¯ → OX¯,x¯ is an isomorphism. Since Y¯ = Y ×k Spec(k¯), where Y is the scheme-
theoretic image of X under the linear projection centered at x, we obtain a map OY,y →
OX,x whose base change to k¯ gives the map above. Thus, by faithfully flat descent, we
get that OY,y ≃ OX,x.
Now, in order to prove the claim, let T¯ ⊂ Pn
k¯
be the unique linear space passing
through x¯ whose tangent space at x¯ agrees with that of X¯. Furthermore, let S¯ be the
closure of the set of all lines connecting z¯ with x¯, where z¯ ∈ X¯, z¯ 6= x¯. Note that
dim(S¯) = dim(X¯) + 1 ≤ d. Consider now the closure Z¯ of the set X¯ ∪ T¯ ∪ S¯, equipped
with its reduced scheme structure. Since dim(S¯) ≤ d the set of all linear spaces L¯ with
L¯ ∩ Z¯ = ∅ is open inside Gr(n − d − 1, n) ×k Spec(k¯). The preimage of this set in
Gr(n− d− 1, n) is a nonempty open set, and since k is infinite, it has a k-rational point,
which we denote by L. Hence we have that the corresponding projection πL : Pn → Pd,
defined over k, satisfies π−1
L¯
(y¯) ∩ X¯ = {x¯} set theoretically, where y¯ corresponds to the
k-point y := πL(x). Writing Y¯ := πL¯(X¯) we get that the map of local rings OY¯ ,y¯ → OX¯,x¯
is injective and finite. Since L¯∩ T¯ = ∅ the tangent spaces of x¯ and y¯ are isomorphic and
thus my¯OX¯,x¯ = mx¯. The claim now follows from the Nakayama lemma. 
4. Flatness of completion
Let A be a ring and m an ideal in A. Given an A-module E we will consider the
m-adic topology on E and we will denote by Ê its m-adic completion. We are interested
in conditions guaranteeing that the natural map A→ Â is flat.
Definition 4.1. Let E be an A-module and F a submodule of E. We say that F ⊆ E
has the Artin–Rees property with respect to m if there exists a c ∈ N such that, for all
n > c, we have
mnE ∩ F = mn−c(mcE ∩ F ).
The smallest such c is called the Artin–Rees index of F ⊆ E with respect to m. We say
that A has the Artin–Rees property with respect to m if so does every finitely generated
submodule of a finitely generated free A-module.
The Artin–Rees property for F ⊆ E guarantees that the m-adic topology of F co-
incides with the topology induced by the m-adic topology of E. In this context it is
natural to consider the Rees algebra A∗ =
⊕
n≥0m
n and the graded A∗-modules
E∗ =
⊕
n≥0
mnE and F ∗ =
⊕
n≥0
mnE ∩ F.
Lemma 4.2. F ⊆ E has the Artin–Rees property if and only if there exists a c ∈ N
such that F ∗ is generated as a graded A∗-module by elements of degree ≤ c. Moreover,
the Artin–Rees index of F ⊆ E is the smallest such c.
Proof. This is immediate from the definitions. Compare with [Bou72, Chapter III, Sec-
tion 3.1, Theorem 1] or [Mat89, Theorem 8.5] or [AM69, Lemma 10.8], but notice that
no finite generation hypotheses are needed for the statement of the lemma. 
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Remark 4.3. By the classical Artin–Rees lemma [Mat89, Theorem 8.5], any Noetherian
ring A has the Artin–Rees property with respect to any ideal m ⊂ A. By contrast, there
exist non-Noetherian rings, even finite dimensional, which do not have the Artin–Rees
property. A zero-dimensional example is given by
A = k[xi | i ∈ N]/(x1 − xmm | m ≥ 2) + (x
n+1
n | n ≥ 1),
with m = (xi | i ∈ N) and F = (x1) ⊂ E = A. Clearly x1 ∈ mn for all n, but there is no
f ∈ m such that x1 = x1f .
In complete analogy with the Noetherian case, we prove that the Artin–Rees property
implies flatness of the completion. We recall that a ring is coherent if every finitely
generated ideal is finitely presented.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a coherent ring with the Artin–Rees property with respect to
m ⊂ A, and let Â be its m-adic completion. Then A→ Â is flat. Moreover, if a ⊂ A is
a finitely generated ideal, then aÂ is closed in Â (that is, aÂ = â).
Proof. Let a be a finitely generated ideal of A. Since A is coherent, there exists an exact
sequence
Ap // Aq
ϕ
// a // 0.
Moreover, since the Artin–Rees property holds for kerϕ ⊂ Aq, the m-adic topology on
kerϕ agrees with the one induced by the inclusion kerϕ ⊂ Aq. From [Bou72, Chapter III,
Section 2.12, Lemma 2] or [AM69, Lemma 10.3], the sequence remains exact after taking
m-adic completions, and we have a commutative diagram
Ap ⊗A Â //

Aq ⊗A Â //

a⊗A Â //

0
Âp // Âq
ϕ̂
// â // 0
with exact rows. Since taking completion commutes with finite direct sums, the map
a ⊗A Â → â is an isomorphism. As the natural map â → Â is an injection, flatness of
A→ Â follows from [Mat89, Theorem 7.7]. The fact that a⊗A Â→ â is an isomorphism
also shows that aÂ = â. 
The following theorem gives a first example of a non-Noetherian ring with the Artin–
Rees property. We were not able to find a reference for this statement in the literature.
Theorem 4.5. Let S be a Noetherian ring and n any ideal of S. For any set I consider
P = S[xi | i ∈ I] and m = (xi | i ∈ I) + n. Then P has the Artin–Rees property with
respect to m.
Proof. Let E be a finitely generated free P -module and F ⊆ E a finitely generated
submodule. Assume that E is freely generated by e1, . . . , es
Given any subset J ⊆ I, we write PJ := S[xi | i ∈ J ], and for any ideal a ⊆ P we
denote aJ := a∩PJ . We define EJ := PJ ·e1⊕· · ·⊕PJ ·es, and for any P -submoduleG ⊆ E
we write GJ := EJ ∩ G. Note that P,m, a, E,G are the colimits of PJ ,mJ , aJ , EJ , GJ
for J ⊆ I finite. We have
GJ ∩G
′
J = (G ∩G
′)J , aJGJ ⊆ (aG)J , aJEJ = (aE)J , and (mJ)
n = (mn)J .
In particular, for all n, d ∈ N with n > d, we have
mnJEJ ∩ FJ = (m
nE ∩ F )J and m
n−d
J (m
d
JEJ ∩ FJ ) ⊆ (m
n−d(mdE ∩ F ))J .
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Assume that F is generated by f1, . . . , fr. Then there exists a finite set L ⊂ I such that
f1, . . . , fr ∈ FL, and for any J with L ⊆ J ⊆ I we have FJ = PJ ·f1+· · ·+PJ ·fr = PJ ·FL.
Since PL is Noetherian it has the Artin–Rees property with respect to mL, and hence
there exists a c ∈ N such that
mnLEL ∩ FL = m
n−c
L (m
c
LEL ∩ FL)
for all n > c. The smallest such c is the Artin–Rees index of FL ⊆ EL. Since for any
finite set J with L ⊆ J ⊂ I we have FJ = PJ · FL, we can apply Lemma 4.6 and we see
that the Artin–Rees index of FJ ⊆ EJ is again c. This implies that
(mnE ∩ F )J ⊆ (m
n−c(mcE ∩ F ))J .
Taking the colimit for all finite J ⊂ I we get that
mnE ∩ F ⊆ mn−c(mcE ∩ F ).
The reversed inclusion is immediate, and the theorem follows. 
Lemma 4.6. Let A0 be a Noetherian ring, m0 ⊂ A0 an ideal, E0 a finitely generated
A0-module, and F0 ⊆ E0 a submodule. Let z be a new variable and consider the ring
A = A0[z], the ideal m = m0A + (z), the extension E = A ⊗A0 E0 = E0[z], and
F = A ⊗A0 F0 = F0[z]. Then the Artin–Rees index of F ⊆ E with respect to m equals
the Artin–Rees index of F0 ⊆ E0 with respect to m0.
Proof. Let c0 and c be the Artin–Rees indexes of F0 ⊆ E0 and F ⊆ E. As in Lemma 4.2,
consider the Rees algebras
A∗0 =
⊕
n≥0
mn0 and A
∗ =
⊕
n≥0
mn,
and the graded modules
F ∗0 =
⊕
n≥0
mn0E0 ∩ F0 and F
∗ =
⊕
n≥0
mnE ∩ F.
Then F0 is generated in degree ≤ c0 as a graded A0-algebra (and not in any lower
degree), and similarly for F .
Any element f ∈ mnE ∩ F can be written as f =
∑n
i=0 fiz
n−i where fi ∈ m
i
0E0 ∩ F0.
In particular, F ∗ is generated by F ∗0 as an A
∗-algebra, and therefore c ≤ c0. Conversely,
if F ∗ is generated by homogeneous elements f (1), . . . , f (r) with f (j) =
∑
i f
(j)
i z
nj−i, then
F ∗0 is generated by f
(1)
n1 , . . . , f
(r)
nr . We see that c0 ≤ c, and the result follows. 
Remark 4.7. If A and m are as in Remark 4.3 then we have A = lim
−→m
Am where
Am = k[x1, . . . , xm]/(x1 − x
i
i, x
i+1
i , 1 < i ≤ m).
It is easy to check that the Artin–Rees index of (x1) ⊂ Am is m and A does not have
the Artin–Rees property.
Recall that for any discrete topological ring S and any two topological S-algebras T
and T ′, the completed tensor product T ⊗ˆST
′ is defined to be the completion of T ⊗S T
′
with respect to its natural topology.
Corollary 4.8. Let S → T be a map of Noetherian rings. As above, suppose that S has
the discrete topology, and let T be equipped with the n-adic topology where n ⊂ T is an
ideal. Then the natural map
T [xi | i ∈ I] = T ⊗S S[xi | i ∈ I]→ T ⊗ˆSS[xi | i ∈ I]
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is flat. In particular:
(1) for any index set I the completion map S[xi | i ∈ I]→ S[[xi | i ∈ I]] is flat, and
(2) for every finite subset J ⊂ I the inclusion S[[xj | j ∈ J ]]→ S[[xi | i ∈ I]] is flat.
Proof. Observe that a basis for the topology on T [xi | i ∈ I] is given by
nm[xi | i ∈ I] + (xi | i ∈ I)
n, m, n ∈ N,
which is easily seen to be equivalent to the m-adic one, where m := (xi | i ∈ I) + n.
As T [xi | i ∈ I] is coherent (e.g., see [Gla89, Theorem 6.2.2]), the first assertion follows
from Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.4. Regarding the last two assertions, (1) follows by
observing that S⊗ˆSS[xi | i ∈ I] = S[[xi | i ∈ I]], and (2) by taking T = S[[xj | j ∈ J ]]
with the (xj | j ∈ J)-adic topology and observing that the given inclusion factors as
S[[xj | j ∈ J ]]→ S[[xj | j ∈ J ]][xi | i ∈ I \ J ]→ S[[xi | i ∈ I]]
and so is flat. 
Remark 4.9. For quotients A of k[xi | i ∈ I] the completion map A → Â need not be
flat, even if the topology of A is separated. Consider the ideal
a = (yx1, yx
n
n − zx
n−1
n−1 | n > 1)
in P = k[xn, y, z | n ∈ N>0] and the quotient A = P/a. Let m = (xn, y, z | n ∈ N>0) ⊂ A.
As m is weighted homogeneous with respect to the positive weights w(xn) = w(y) = 1,
w(z) = 2, it follows that the m-adic topology on A is separated. Consider the element
y − z, which is annihilated by the series f =
∑
n≥1 x
n
n. If Â were flat over A, there
would exist polynomials a1, . . . , ar ∈ A annihilating y − z such that f can be written as
f =
∑r
j=1 ajbj where bj ∈ Â.
Considering this equation modulo (y, z), we have written f as a linear combination of
polynomials in k[xn | n ∈ N>0], which is clearly impossible.
We close this section with the following analogue to Proposition 2.7 for polynomial
rings.
Proposition 4.10. Let P = S[xi | i ∈ I] and m = (xi | i ∈ I), where S is a ring and I
a set. Let a ⊂ Pm be an ideal such that in(a) ⊂ P is finitely generated. Then a is finitely
generated.
Proof. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ a be such that in(f1), . . . , in(fr) generate in(a). Since in(a) =
in(â), we can apply Proposition 2.7 to see that â = (f1, . . . , fr)P̂ . By Corollary 4.8 the
map Pm → P̂ is faithfully flat and thus a ⊂ â∩Pm = (f1, . . . , fr)Pm. The other inclusion
is trivial, so a = (f1, . . . , fr). 
5. Ideals of finite definition
In this section, we fix a field k and a set I, and consider the polynomial ring P = k[xi |
i ∈ I] and the power series ring P̂ = k[[xi | i ∈ I]]. An important class of ideals in P̂
are those generated by finitely many power series involving only finitely many variables.
We study their properties in this section.
For any subset J ⊂ I, we write PJ = k[xi | i ∈ J ] and P̂J = k[[xi | i ∈ J ]], and for
any ideal a ⊂ P̂ we denote aJ := a ∩ P̂J .
Definition 5.1. Let a ⊂ P̂ be an ideal.
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(1) We say that a is of finite definition with respect to the indeterminates xi if there
exists a finite subset J ⊂ I such that a = aJ P̂ .
(2) Similarly, a is of finite polynomial definition with respect to the indeterminates
xi if it is generated by finitely many polynomials, i.e., elements in P .
(3) We say that a is of finite (polynomial) definition if there exist a k-isomorphism
P̂ ≃ k[[x′i | i ∈ I]] such that a is of finite (polynomial) definition with respect to
the formal coordinates x′i.
Definition 5.2. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring.
(1) A weak DGK decomposition for A is an isomorphism Â ≃ k[[xi | i ∈ I]]/a where
a is an ideal of finite definition.
(2) A DGK decomposition for A is an isomorphism Â ≃ k[[xi | i ∈ I]]/a with a of
finite polynomial definition.
(3) We say that a (weak) DGK decomposition Â ≃ k[[xi | i ∈ I]]/a is efficient if the
quotient map k[[xi | i ∈ I]]→ Â is an efficient formal embedding.
Remark 5.3. If A has a DGK decomposition, then we have an isomorphism Â ≃ B̂ ⊗ˆk P̂
where P̂ is a power series ring and (B, n, k) is a local k-algebra which is essentially of finite
type. Geometrically, this means that Spf(Â) ∼= Ẑz×̂∆
I where ∆I = Spf(k[[xi | i ∈ I]])
and Ẑz is the formal neighborhood of a scheme Z of finite type over k at a point z ∈ Z(k).
If A has a weak DGK decomposition, then Â ≃ B ⊗ˆk P̂ where B is a Noetherian complete
local ring with residue field k.
Example 5.4. The existence of a weak DGK decomposition for a ring A does not imply
the existence of a DGK decomposition for A. This can be seen by considering the
following example given by Whitney. Let f(t) be a transcendental power series with
complex coefficients and with f(0) = 0, and consider the equation
g = xy(y − x)(y − (3 + t)x)(y − (4 + f(t))x).
It is proven in [Whi65, Example 14.1] that B = C[[x, y, t]]/(g) is not isomorphic to the
completion of a local ring of a C-scheme of finite type. In particular, any local ring A
for which Â ≃ B (for example, B itself) admits a weak DGK decomposition but not a
DGK decomposition.
We now give another example of a local ring A such that Â ≃ B. This example
has the advantage of being explicitly presented as the localization of a quotient of a
polynomial ring in countably many variables. Write f(t) =
∑
i≥1 ait
i ∈ C[[t]]. Consider
the polynomial ring P = C[x, y, t, zn | n ≥ 0] and the ideal
a = (h, zn−1 − znt− ant | n ≥ 1)
where
h = xy(y − x)(y − (3 + t)x)(y − (4 + z0)x).
Let A be the localization of P/a at the ideal (x, y, t, zn | n ≥ 0). Then, in Â, we have
for each m ≥ 1
z0 − f(t) = zmt
m −
∑
i≥m+1
ait
i ∈ m̂m,
and for each m ≥ n+ 1
zn −
∑
i≥n+1
ait
i−n = zmt
m−n −
∑
i≥m+1
ait
i−n ∈ m̂m−n,
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Thus it follows that Â ≃ C[[x, y, t, z0]]/(h, z0 − f(t)) ≃ C[[x, y, t]]/(g) = B.
Remark 5.5. An analogous definition of finite definition can be given for ideals in a
polynomial ring P = k[xi | i ∈ I]. It is easy to see that the definition does not depend
on the choice of indeterminates, and that an ideal of P is of finite definition if and
only if it is finitely generated. By contrast, in a power series ring not every ideal of
finite definition is so with respect to the given indeterminates xi, and not every finitely
generated ideal is of finite definition. For instance, consider P̂ = k[[xn | n ∈ N]]. The
principal ideal generated by f =
∑
n≥1 x
n
n is of finite definition by Lemma 3.12 but not
in the indeterminates xi. As for the second claim, an example is given by the principal
ideal generated by g =
∑
n≥1 x
n+1
n , which, as we shall discuss next, is not of finite
definition if k is of characteristic 0. Indeed, assume by contradiction that there exists
an isomorphism P̂ ≃ k[[yn | n ∈ N]] such that gP̂ is of finite definition with respect to
the indeterminates yn. Pick a variable yr not appearing in the generators for gP̂ , and
consider the regular continuous derivation d = ∂/∂yr on P̂ . Notice that d(g) = 0. By
regularity, we have d(xm) ∈ P̂
× for some m ≥ 1. Writing d(g) =
∑
n≥1(n + 1)x
n
nd(xn),
we see that ordxm(d(g)) <∞, contradicting the fact that d(g) = 0.
We are interested in understanding heights of ideals of finite definition. We start by
looking at their minimal primes.
Proposition 5.6. If a ⊂ P̂ is an ideal of finite definition, then a has a finite number of
minimal primes, and each of them is of finite definition. More precisely, let J ⊂ I be a
finite subset and assume that a = aJ P̂ . If p ⊂ P̂ is a minimal prime of a, then p = pJ P̂ .
Moreover, the assignment p 7→ pJ gives a bijection between the minimal primes of a and
the minimal primes of aJ .
Proof. Notice that if p ⊂ P̂ is a prime ideal, then pJ ⊂ P̂J remains prime. Moreover, by
Corollary 4.8 we have that P̂J → P̂ is faithfully flat and thus q = (qP̂ )∩ P̂J for any ideal
q ⊂ P̂J . It is therefore sufficient to show that, for every prime ideal q ⊂ P̂J , the extension
qP̂ is prime. By Remark 2.4 we have an injection P̂ → (P̂J )
N(I\J) . Since J is finite, P̂J is
Noetherian and q is finitely generated. This implies that q (P̂J )
N(I\J) = qN
(I\J)
, that is,
the elements of the extension q (P̂J )
N(I\J) are precisely the Bourbaki power series that,
when expanded in the variables indexed by I \ J , have coefficients in q. Therefore have
an injection
P̂ /qP̂ →֒ (P̂J/q)
N(I\J)
and the ring in the right hand side is clearly a domain. Thus qP̂ is prime. 
Remark 5.7. In the setup of the proof of Proposition 5.6, if J is infinite then it is no
longer true that q (P̂J )
N(I\J) = qN
(I\J)
for an arbitrary prime q ⊂ P̂J . For example, let
J = N, pick i0 ∈ I \ J , let q = m̂J be the maximal ideal in P̂J , and consider the series
f =
∑
n∈N xnx
n
i0
. Then f the belongs to qN
(I\J)
but not to q (P̂J )
N(I\J) . We do not know
if the extension qP̂ remains prime when J is infinite.
Remark 5.8. Proposition 5.6 shows that the ideal (xi | i ∈ J)P̂ is prime whenever J is
finite. Since colimits of prime ideals remain prime, one sees that (xi | i ∈ J)P̂ is prime
for an arbitrary subset J . In particular m0 = (xi | i ∈ I)P̂ is prime. Notice that P̂ /m0
has infinite dimension when I is infinite.
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The proof of the following theorem uses the results of the previous section and Propo-
sition 5.12.
Theorem 5.9. If J ⊂ I is a finite subset, and a = aJ P̂ , then ht(a) = ht(aJ ).
Proof. From Proposition 5.6 we can assume that a = p = pJ P̂ is a prime ideal. Notice
that p ⊂ b := (xj | j ∈ J). From Proposition 5.12 the localization P̂b is Noetherian, and
therefore P̂p, which is a further localization of P̂b, is also Noetherian. By Corollary 4.8
the extension P̂J ⊂ P̂ is flat, and therefore the extension (P̂J )pJ ⊂ P̂p is also flat. Since
P̂p is Noetherian, it follows from by [Mat89, Theorem 15.1] that ht(p) = ht(pJ). 
Corollary 5.10. Let a ⊂ P̂ be any ideal of finite definition. For every minimal prime
p of a, we have ht(p) <∞.
Remark 5.11. In the case of polynomial rings these properties are easy to prove, and in
fact there is a strong converse to the analogue of Corollary 5.10, since every prime ideal
of finite height in a polynomial ring P = k[xi | i ∈ I] is finitely generated. To see this,
suppose p ⊂ k[xi | i ∈ I] is a prime ideal that is not finitely generated. Recall that p is
the colimit of the ideals p ∩ PJ as J ranges among the finite subsets of I. This implies
that we can fix an embedding N ⊂ I and find an increasing sequence {rn | n ∈ N} ⊂ N
such that, if pn ⊂ k[xi | i ∈ I] is the ideal generated by p∩k[x1, . . . , xrn ], then pn ( pn+1
for all n. Since pn are all prime and are contained in p, it follows that ht(p) =∞.
Moreover, for arbitrary ideals a of P it is proven in [GH93, Theorem 3.3] that a is
finitely generated if and only if it has finitely many associated primes, each of which is
of finite height.
Proposition 5.12. For every finite J ⊂ I, the localization P̂(xj |j∈J) is Noetherian.
Proof. As discussed in Remark 2.5, since J is finite we have an isomorphism
P̂ ≃ k[[xi | i ∈ I \ J ]][[xj | j ∈ J ]].
The proposition now follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 5.13. For any n ∈ N, let P̂n := P̂ [[y1, . . . , yn]] and consider the ideal bn :=
(y1, . . . , yn) in P̂n. Then the localization (P̂n)bn is a Noetherian ring.
The proof of Lemma 5.13 uses the following straightforward generalization of the
Weierstrass division theorem, whose proof is a simple adaptation of the proof of [Bou72,
VII, §3.8] where the adic topology on P̂n is replaced with the inverse limit topology. We
say that f ∈ P̂n is yn-regular of order d if its image under the canonical map P̂n → k[[yn]]
is nonzero of order d.
Theorem 5.14. Let f ∈ P̂n+1 be yn+1-regular of order d. For every g ∈ P̂n+1 there
exist unique q ∈ P̂n+1 and r ∈ P̂n[yn+1] such that g = qf + r and r has degree < r as a
polynomial in yn+1.
The next lemma ensures that we can apply Theorem 5.14 to prove Lemma 5.13.
Lemma 5.15. Let f ∈ P̂n+1 = P̂ [[y1, . . . , yn+1]] be a nonzero element. Then there exists
a continuous k-automorphism ϕ : P̂n+1 → P̂n+1 such that ϕ(bn+1) = bn+1 and ϕ(f) is
yn+1-regular.
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Proof. If f is already yn+1-regular, then we are done. If not, then pick any monomial of
the form xd1i1 · · · x
dr
ir
ye11 · · · y
en+1
n+1 appearing in the expansion of f . Then decompose f as
f = f ′ + f ′′, f ′ ∈ k[[xi1 , . . . , xir , y1, . . . , yn+1]],
such that f ′ cannot be decomposed further as above. By [Art69, Lemma 6.11] there exist
new coordinates x′ij = xij + y
aj
n+1, y
′
l = yl+ y
bl
n+1, and y
′
n+1 := yn+1. such that f
′(x′ij , y
′
l)
is y′n+1-regular. We may extend this change of coordinates trivially to a continuous
automorphism ϕ : P̂n+1 → P̂n+1 by setting x
′
i = xi for all indices i that are different from
ij for all j. Then clearly ϕ(f) is yn+1-regular and ϕ fixes bn+1 = (y1, . . . , yn+1). 
Proof of Lemma 5.13. We prove the lemma by induction on n. Let Qn := (P̂n)bn .
Clearly Q0 ≃ Quot(P̂ ), so let us assume that Qn is Noetherian. We have injections
Qn → Qn+1. Let a be an ideal of Qn+1 and f ∈ a, f 6= 0. After multiplication by a unit
we may assume f ∈ P̂n+1; by Lemma 5.15 we may also assume f is y-regular. Consider
the ideal a′ := a∩Qn[yn+1]. Since Qn is Noetherian, so is Qn[yn+1] and thus there exist
f1, . . . , fr ∈ Qn[yn+1] that generate a
′. We claim that a = (f, f1, . . . , fr)Qn+1.
Let g ∈ a. By Theorem 5.14, there exist a unit u ∈ Qn+1, q ∈ P̂n+1, and r ∈ P̂n[yn+1]
such that ug = qf+r. Since r ∈ a′, we can find v1, . . . , vr ∈ Qn such that r =
∑r
j=1 vjfj.
Hence we have g = u−1qf +
∑r
j=1 u
−1vjfj, which proves our claim. 
6. Embedding codimension
Let (A,m, k) be a local ring. The inclusion of m/m2 in the graded ring gr(A) induces
a natural surjective homomorphism of k-algebras
γ : Symk(m/m
2)→ gr(A).
Definition 6.1. The embedding codimension of (A,m, k) is defined to be
ecodim(A) := ht(ker(γ)).
Proposition 6.2. For any local ring (A,m, k), we have
edim(A) = dim(gr(A)) + ecodim(A).
In particular, if A is Noetherian then edim(A) = dim(A) + ecodim(A).
Proof. This follows from the fact that for every polynomial ring P = k[xi | i ∈ I] and
every ideal a ⊂ P , we have dim(P ) = dim(P/a) + ht(a) (cf. Remark 5.11). For the last
assertion we use that dim(gr(A)) = dim(A) if A is Noetherian. 
Remark 6.3. The formula in Proposition 6.2 is still valid, and informative, when some
of the quantities involved are infinite.
Remark 6.4. Higher rank valuation rings provide examples of finite dimensional non-
Noetherian rings whose embedding dimension is smaller than their dimension. In par-
ticular, the second equation in Proposition 6.2 does not hold for those rings.
Remark 6.5. The embedding codimension of a local ring was studied in the Noetherian
setting in [Lec64] under the name of regularity defect. One of the properties proved under
some more restrictive hypotheses there is that if A is a local G-ring then ecodim(Ap) ≤
ecodim(A) for every prime ideal p ⊂ A, see [Vin]. It would be interesting to find suitable
conditions for the same property to hold in the non-Noetherian setting.
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We now come to the main result of this section, which gives bounds for the embedding
codimension of A from maps into A.
Proposition 6.6. Let ϕ : (B, n, k0)→ (A,m, k) be a homomorphism of local rings, and
assume that (B, n) has finite embedding dimension. Let ϕ∗ : n/n2 ⊗k0 k → m/m
2 be the
induced k-linear map on the Zariski cotangent spaces. Then
ecodim(A) ≥ rank(ϕ∗)− dim(gr(B)).
In particular, if B is Noetherian then ecodim(A) ≥ rank(ϕ∗)− dim(B).
Remark 6.7. A stronger form of Proposition 6.6 is obtained by replacing dim(gr(B)) with
dim(gr(B/ ker(gr(ϕ)))) in the displayed formula. Note, in fact, that this sharper form
of the proposition follows from the special case of the proposition where ϕ is assumed
to be injective.
Remark 6.8. Consider the special case where ϕ is a homomorphism of local k-algebras
with residue fields k (that is, such that the natural maps k → B/n and k → A/m are
isomorphisms) and with B essentially of finite type. The geometric interpretation is the
following. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes over k, with Y of finite type over k,
and let p ∈ X(k) and q = f(p) ∈ Y (k). Denote by Tpf : TpX → TqY the map induced
on Zariski tangent spaces. Then the proposition gives
ecodim(OX,p) ≥ dim(Im(Tpf))− dimq(Im(f))
where Im(f) ⊂ Y is the scheme-theoretic image of f . Note in particular that if X is
Noetherian then this formula reduces to the intuitive statement that
dim(TpX)− dimp(X) ≥ dim(Im(Tpf))− dimq(Im(f)).
Another special case is when f is a submersion onto Y , in which case the formula reduces
to the inequality ecodim(OX,p) ≥ ecodim(OY,p).
Proof of Proposition 6.6. We have the commutative diagram
Symk0(n/n
2)
pi
//

Symk(Im(ϕ
∗))
σ

  ι // Symk(m/m
2)
γ

gr(B) //
gr(ϕ)
44Im(gr(ϕ)) ⊗k0 k
  ψ // gr(A)
The existence of σ follows from the fact that Im(π)⊗k0 k = Symk(Im(ϕ
∗)). The map ι is
a linear extension of polynomial rings, and hence is faithfully flat. Since ι−1(ker(γ)) =
ker(σ) we see that
ht(ker(γ)) ≥ ht(ker(σ))
by the going-down theorem. On the other hand,
ht(ker(σ)) = rank(ϕ∗)− dim(Im(σ)).
Since the inclusion Im(σ) ⊂ Im(gr(ϕ)) ⊗k0 k is an inclusion of Noetherian local rings
with the same residue field, and Im(gr(ϕ)) is a quotient of gr(B), we have
dim(Im(σ)) ≤ dim(gr(B)).
Combining the above formulas, we get
ht(ker(γ)) ≥ rank(ϕ∗)− dim(gr(B)).
To conclude, notice that dim(gr(B)) = dim(B) if B is Noetherian. 
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The following result shows that the embedding codimension of A is invariant under
change of the base field, provided the residue field is already contained in A.
Proposition 6.9. Let (A,m, k) be a local k-algebra such that the natural map k → A/m
is an isomorphism, and let k ⊂ k′ be a field extension. Denoting A′ := A⊗k k
′, we have
ecodim(A′) = ecodim(A).
Proof. First, observe that A′ is a local k′-algebra with maximal ideal m′ = m⊗k k
′. We
have ecodim(A) = ht(ker(γ)), where
γ : Symk(m/m
2)→ gr(A)
is defined, as at the beginning. Since for every n we have (m′)n/(m′)n+1 = mn/nn+1⊗kk
′,
we see that γ induces, by base change, the analogous map
γ′ : Symk(m
′/(m′)2)→ gr(A′).
The next lemma gives ht(ker(γ′)) = ht(ker(γ)) and the assertion follows. 
Lemma 6.10. Let P = k[xi | i ∈ I] and P
′ = P ⊗k k
′ = k′[xi | i ∈ I], where k ⊂ k
′ is a
field extension. Then for every ideal a ⊂ P we have ht(a) = ht(aP ′).
Proof. For short, let a′ = aP ′. If I is finite, then the lemma follows from dimension
theory. In general, suppose by contradiction that ht(a) 6= ht(a′). Then we can find a
finite subset J ⊂ I such that ht(aJ) 6= ht(a
′
J ) (cf. Remark 5.11). Since a
′
J = aJP
′
J , this
contradicts the finite dimensional case. 
7. Formal embedding codimension
In the case of equicharacteristic local rings, looking at the completion instead of
the associated graded provides a different way of defining embedding codimension. To
distinguish the two, we introduce the following terminology.
Definition 7.1. The formal embedding codimension of an equicharacteristic local ring
(A,m, k) is defined to be
fcodim(A) := inf
τ
ht(ker(τ))
where the infimum is taken over all choices of formal embeddings τ : P̂ → Â (see Defini-
tion 3.6).
Proposition 7.2. In the above definition, we have fcodim(A) = ht(ker(τ)) for every
efficient formal embedding τ : P̂ → Â.
Proof. Given two formal embeddings τ : P̂ → Â and τ ′ : P̂ ′ → Â with τ efficient, by
Remark 3.13 there is a surjection ϕ : P̂ ′ → P̂ such that τ ′ = τ ◦ϕ, and hence ht(ker(τ ′)) ≥
ht(ker(τ)). 
Remark 7.3. If A is a local k-algebra such that the residue field A/m is separable over
k, then it follows by [EGA IV1, Chapter 0IV, Corollary 19.5.4] that the following are
equivalent:
(1) A is formally smooth over k.
(2) ecodim(A) = 0.
(3) fcodim(A) = 0.
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Proposition 7.4. For every equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k), we have
edim(A) ≥ dim(Â) + fcodim(A),
and equality holds if A has finite embedding dimension. In particular, if A is Noetherian
then edim(A) = dim(A) + fcodim(A).
Proof. Consider an efficient formal embedding τ : P̂ = k[[xi | i ∈ I]] → Â. The first
formula follows from the simple fact that dim(P̂ ) ≥ ht(ker(τ)) + dim(P̂ / ker(τ)). If A
has finite embedding dimension then the set I is finite, and equality holds in the formula
because a power series ring in finitely many variables is catenary of dimension equal to
the number of variables. The second formula follows from the first and the fact that
dim(A) = dim(Â) if A is Noetherian. 
Corollary 7.5. If (A,m, k) is an equicharacteristic local ring of finite embedding dimen-
sion, then
ecodim(A) = fcodim(A).
Proof. By Propositions 6.2 and 7.4, it suffices to show that dim(gr(A)) = dim(Â). By
Proposition 3.7 the completion Â is the quotient of a power series ring in finitely many
variables, and therefore is Noetherian and carries the m̂-adic topology. The result now
follows from [Mat89, Theorem 15.7] and the identification gr(Â) ≃ gr(A). 
Proposition 7.6. Let (A,m, k) be an equicharacteristic local ring. If A admits a DGK
decomposition Â ∼= B̂ ⊗ˆk P̂ , then
ecodim(A) = fcodim(A) = ecodim(B) <∞.
Proof. Since B is Noetherian, we have ecodim(B) <∞. By Corollary 7.5, we have that
ecodim(B) = fcodim(B), and Remark 5.3 and Theorem 5.9 implies that fcodim(B) =
fcodim(A). It remains to shows that ecodim(A) = ecodim(B).
Let n be the maximal ideal of B and γB : Symk(n/n
2) → gr(B) the canonical map.
Write PA = Symk(m/m
2), PB = Symk(n/n
2), a = ker(γ) ⊂ PA, and b = ker(γ) ⊂ PB .
The DGK decomposition gives isomorphisms gr(A) ∼= gr(B) ⊗k P and PA ∼= PB ⊗k P .
Moreover γ = γB⊗ idP , and therefore a = bPA. Since PB is a polynomial ring in finitely
many variables, we see that ht(a) = ht(b), and the result follows. 
Remark 7.7. The analogous statement of Proposition 7.6 holds for equicharacteristic
local rings (A,m, k) admitting a weak DGK decomposition.
The proof of Corollary 7.5 does not extend beyond the case of finite embedding di-
mension. Nonetheless, the following general comparison theorem holds.
Theorem 7.8. For every equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k), we have
ecodim(A) ≤ fcodim(A).
Proof. Fix an efficient formal embedding τ : P̂ → Â, and let gr(τ) : P → gr(A) be the
induced map on associated graded rings (as in Remark 2.6 we identify gr(P̂ ) = gr(P ) =
P ). As explained in Remark 3.8, P ≃ Symk(m/m
2) and gr(τ) gets identified with the
canonical surjection γ. In particular, it is enough to show that
ht(ker(τ)) ≥ ht(ker(gr(τ))).
Write a = ker(τ). By [Bou72, Chapter III, Section 2.4, Proposition 2], we have that
ker(gr(τ)) = in(a). To conclude, it is therefore enough to prove that
ht(a) ≥ ht(in(a)).
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This follows from the next proposition. 
Proposition 7.9. Let P = k[xi | i ∈ I] and P̂ = k[[xi | i ∈ I]], where k is a field. Let
a ⊂ P̂ be an ideal and in(a) ⊂ P the corresponding initial ideal. Then ht(a) ≥ ht(in(a)).
Proof. Let J ⊂ I be a finite subset such that in(a)J has the same height of in(a) if
ht(in(a)) <∞, or has arbitrary large height if ht(in(a)) =∞. Let c := ht(in(a)J ).
By [BH93, Proposition 1.5.11], we can fix homogeneous elements g1, . . . , gc ∈ in(a)J
forming a regular sequence in PJ . By the definition of initial ideal, there are elements
f1, . . . , fc ∈ a such that in(fi) = gi for all i. Let R = R(P̂ ) :=
⊕
n∈Z m̂
nu−n be the
extended Rees algebra of P̂ , where we set m̂n = P̂ whenever n < 0. For every i, let
f˜i := u
− ord(fi)fi ∈ R. Note that f˜i|u=0 = in(fi) = gi via the identification R/uR ≃ P .
We claim that, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ c, the elements f˜1, . . . , f˜r form a regular sequence in
R and R/(f˜1, . . . , f˜r) is flat over k[u]. We argue by induction on r, the assertion being
clear if r = 0. Letting for short B := R/(f˜1, . . . , f˜r−1), we know by induction that B
is flat over k[u]. Assume that there exists h ∈ P̂ with h =
∑r−1
i=1 aifi and in(h) not
divisible by g1, . . . , gr−1. Writing
r−1∑
i=1
uord(fi)aif˜i = u
ord(h)h˜,
Lemma 7.10 yields that B has torsion over k[u], which gives a contradiction. Thus
in(f1, . . . , fr−1) = (g1, . . . , gr−1) and B is isomorphic to the algebra
⊕
n∈Z bnu
−n where
bn := (m̂n + (f1, . . . , fr−1))/(f1, . . . , fr−1) for n ≥ 0 and bn = B for n < 0. It follows by
Proposition 2.7 that
⋂
n≥1 bn = {0}. Then Lemma 7.11 implies that B is (u)-adically
separated, and Lemma 7.12 (with t = u) implies that the class b of f˜r in B is a regular
element and B/bB is flat over k[u].
The natural isomorphism R/(u − 1)R ≃ P̂ sends f˜i to fi, and hence we see by
Lemma 7.12 (with t = u− 1) that f1, . . . , fc form a regular sequence in P̂ . This implies
that depth(a, P̂ ) ≥ c. We conclude using the fact that ht(a) ≥ depth(a, P̂ ) (e.g., see
[AT09, Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 3.2]). 
Lemma 7.10. Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ P̂ . If h ∈ P̂ , then in(h) ∈ (in(f1), . . . , in(fr)) if and only
if there exist elements b1, . . . , br in the Rees algebra R = R(P̂ ) such that
h˜ =
r∑
i
bif˜i.
Proof. Given h˜ =
∑
bif˜i, we may assume that bi is homogeneous in R, i.e. of the form
bi = u
− ord(h)+ord(fi)ai with ai ∈ P̂ . But then ord(ai) ≥ ord(h) − ord(fi) and the claim
follows. 
Lemma 7.11. Let A be a ring and (an)n≥0 a graded sequence of ideals of A, and let
R(A) :=
⊕
n∈Z anu
−n where we set an = A for n < 0. Assume that
⋂
n≥1 an = {0}.
Then R(A) is (u)-adically separated.
Proof. Let a ∈ R(A) be any element. Write a =
∑q
i=p aiu
−i for some ai ∈ P̂ and
p, q ∈ Z. By the definition of Rees algebra, we have ai ∈ ai for all i. The condition that
a ∈ unR(A) is equivalent to having ai ∈ an+i for all i. If a ∈
⋂
n≥1 u
nR(A), then we
have ai ∈
⋂
n≥1 an = {0} for all i, and hence a = 0. 
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Lemma 7.12. Let B be a flat and k[t]-algebra. For any given b ∈ B, consider the
following properties:
(1) b is a regular element of B and B/bB is flat over k[t].
(2) The image b¯ of b in B/tB is regular.
Then (1)⇒ (2), and the converse holds if B is (t)-adically separated.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of the proof of [Mat89, Theorem 22.5]. The implication
(1)⇒ (2) follows by the snake lemma applied to the commutative diagram
B
b
//
t

B
t

// B/bB
t

B
b
//

B //

B/bB
B/tB
b¯
// B/tB
after observing that the map B → B given by multiplication by b is injective since b is
regular, and so is the map B/bB → B/bB given by multiplication by t since B/bB is
flat over k[t].
In order to prove the implication (2)⇒ (1) when B is (t)-adically separated, suppose
x ∈ B is an element such that bx = 0. Then b¯x¯ = 0 in B/tB and hence x¯ = 0. This
means that x ∈ tB. Suppose x ∈ tnB for some positive integer n, and write x = tny
in B. Then tn(by) = bx = 0 and hence by = 0 since B is flat over k[t]. This implies
that y ∈ tB, and hence x ∈ tn+1B. Therefore x ∈
⋂
n≥1 t
nB, and since B is (t)-adically
separated, this means that x = 0. This proves that b is a regular element. To conclude
that B/bB is flat over k[t], we just compute that Tor
k[t]
1 (k,B/bB) = 0 from the exact
sequence 0→ B → B → B/bB → 0 and apply [Mat89, Theorem 22.3]. 
Question 7.13. We do not know of any example where the inequality in Theorem 7.8
is strict. The question whether ecodim(A) = fcodim(A) holds for all equicharacteristic
local rings (A,m, k) is, to our knowledge, still open.
8. Embedding codimension of arc spaces
Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k. The arc space X∞ of X is the scheme
over k representing the functor of points given, for any k-algebra R, by R 7→ lim←−mXm(R),
where Xm(R) = Homk(Spec(R[t]/(t
m+1)),X) is the functor of points of the m-th jet
scheme of X. Since X is Noetherian, the functor X∞(R) is naturally isomorphic to
Homk(Spec(R[[t]]),X) (see [Bha16, Example 4.10]). A point α ∈ X∞ is called an arc
on X and corresponds to a morphism Spec(L[[t]]) → X where L is the residue field of
α. A point α ∈ X∞ is said to be constructible if α is the generic point of an irreducible
constructible subset of X∞ (cf. [dFD, Section 10]).
Given an arc α : Spec(k[[t]]) → X, we will denote by α0 and αη the images in X of
the closed point and the generic point of Spec(k[[t]]); we call α0 the special point of α
and αη the the generic point of α.
Given an open set U ⊂ X, we have αη ∈ U if and only if the morphism α : Spec(k[[t]])→
X does not factor through the complement X \ U . We will be interested in the case
where U = Xsm, the smooth locus of X. Note that if k is perfect, then the complement
X \Xsm is the singular locus Sing(X) of X.
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We following result is a variant of [dFD, Theorems 9.2 and 9.3].
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that X is an affine scheme over a perfect field k. Let α ∈ X∞
be an arc and let d := dimk(αη)(ΩX/k⊗k k(αη)). Assume that one of the following occurs:
(1) k is a field of characteristic zero, or
(2) α ∈ X∞(k).
Fix a closed embedding X ⊂ AN , let f : X → Y := Ad be the morphism induced by a
general linear projection AN → Ad, and let β := f∞(α) ∈ Y∞. Let m ⊂ OX∞,α and
n ⊂ OY∞,β be the respective maximal ideals and L and L
′ the residue fields. Then the
induced L-linear map
(Tαf∞)
∗ : n/n2 ⊗L′ L→ m/m
2
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By assumption, we have that ordα(Fitt
d(ΩX/k)) < ∞ and by taking a general
linear projection we can ensure that ordα(Fitt
d(ΩX/k)) = ordα(Fitt
0(ΩX/Y )).
Since k is perfect, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 // n/n2 ⊗L′ L //
(Tαf∞)∗

ΩY∞/k ⊗OY∞ L
//
ϕ

ΩL′/k ⊗L′ L //
δ

0
0 // m/m2 // ΩX∞/k ⊗OX∞ L
// ΩL/k // 0
.
The main step is to understand the map ϕ. As in the proof of [dFD, Theorems 9.2],
denote for short BL := L[[t]] and PL := L((t))/tL[[t]].
Note that, by [dFD, Theorem 5.3], there are natural isomorphisms
ΩX∞/k ⊗OX∞ L ≃ ΩX/k ⊗OX PL
and
ΩY∞/k ⊗OY∞ L ≃ ΩY/k ⊗OY PL.
We will use these isomorphisms to study ϕ.
By pulling back the terms of the exact sequence
ΩY/k ⊗OY OX → ΩX/k → ΩX/Y → 0
along α, we obtain the exact sequence
ΩY/k ⊗OY BL → ΩX/k ⊗OX BL → ΩX/Y ⊗OX BL → 0.
Since Y is smooth, we see that the term FY := ΩY/k⊗OY BL is a free BL-module. Write
ΩX/k⊗OXBL = FX⊕TX where FX is free and TX is torsion. Since ordα(Fitt
0(ΩX/Y )) <
∞, the term TX/Y := ΩX/Y ⊗OX BL is a torsion BL-module, and we get an exact
sequence:
0→ FY → FX ⊕ TX → TX/Y → 0.
Since PL is a divisible BL-module, tensoring with PL kills torsion, and hence the above
sequence gives the exact sequence
0→ TorBL1 (TX , PL)→ Tor
BL
1 (TX/Y , PL)→ FY ⊗BL PL
ϕ′
−−→ FX ⊗BL PL → 0.
Note that ϕ′ = ϕ under the aforementioned isomorphisms. We have TorBL1 (TX , PL) ≃
TX , and this has dimension ordα(Fitt
d(ΩX/k)) over L. Similarly, Tor
BL
1 (TX/Y , PL) ≃
TX/Y has dimension ordα(Fitt
0(ΩX/Y )) over L. Since these two dimensions are equal, the
map ϕ′ in the sequence above is an isomorphism. We conclude that ϕ is an isomorphism.
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The surjectivity of ϕ implies that δ is surjective, and the injectivity of δ follows
from our assumption that either (1) or (2) holds. We conclude that (Tαf∞)
∗ is an
isomorphism. 
Corollary 8.2. Keeping the assumptions and notation from Theorem 8.1, let αn, βn
denote the images of α, β under the projections X∞ → Xn and Y∞ → Yn, and mn ⊂
OXn,αn , nn ⊂ OYn,βn denote the corresponding ideals with residue fields Ln, L
′
n. Then
the induced L-linear map
(Tαnfn)
∗ : nn/n
2
n ⊗L′n L→ mn/m
2
n ⊗Ln L
is injective for all n ∈ N.
Proof. This follows from the diagram
n/n2 ⊗L′ L // m/m
2
nn/n
2
n ⊗L′n L
//
OO
mn/m
2
n ⊗Ln L
OO
and the fact that the top horizontal and left vertical arrows are injections. 
Theorem 8.3. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a perfect field k and α ∈ X∞.
Assume that one of the following occurs:
(1) k is a field of characteristic zero, or
(2) α ∈ X∞(k).
Then we have
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
ecodim
(
OXn,αn
)
where αn is the image of α under the truncation map πn : X∞ → Xn.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that X is affine. Given a map
f : X → Y := Ad,
we let β := f∞(α) ∈ Y∞. For every n, we denote by αn ∈ Xn and βn ∈ Yn the images of
α and β at the respective n-jet schemes. For ease of notation, we also set A∞ := OX∞,α
and B∞ := OY∞,β and, for every n ∈ N, An := OXn,αn and Bn := OYn,βn . For every
n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, we denote by mn ⊂ An and nn ⊂ Bn the respective maximal ideals, and
by Ln := An/mn and L
′
n := Bn/nn the residue fields.
Note that we have direct systems {An → An+1 | n ∈ N} and {Bn ⊂ Bn+1 | n ∈ N},
and A∞ = lim−→nAn and B∞ = lim−→nBn. Moreover, we have commutative diagrams
B∞
ϕ
// A∞
Bn
ϕn
//
?
OO
An
OO
where n = ϕ−1(m), nn = ϕ
−1
n (mn), nn = n ∩Bn, and mn = m ∩An.
For every n ∈ N ∩ {∞}, let
dϕn : nn/n
2
n ⊗L′n Ln → mn/m
2
n
be the induced Ln-linear map.
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We pick f as in Theorem 8.1. For every n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, there is an associated map of
graded rings gr(ϕn) : gr(Bn)→ gr(An). We denote by
ψn : gr(Bn)⊗L′n L∞ → gr(An)⊗Ln L∞.
the map induced by gr(ϕn) by the indicated base changes.
Note that m∞ = lim−→nmn and hence m
r
∞ = lim−→nm
r
n for all r. Indeed, if a ∈ m
r
∞ for
some r ≥ 2, then we can write a = a1 . . . ar with ai ∈ m; then we can pick n such that
such that ai ∈ mn for all i and hence a ∈ m
r
n. It follows that
gr(A∞) = lim−→n
gr(An)⊗Ln L∞,
and similarly we have
gr(B∞) = lim−→n
gr(Bn)⊗L′n L
′
∞.
Since nrn = ϕ
−1
n (m
r
n) for all r, for every n we have a commutative diagram
gr(B∞)⊗L′∞ L∞
ψ∞
// gr(A∞)
gr(Bn)⊗L′n L∞
ψn
//
?
OO
gr(An)⊗Ln L∞
OO
.
For short, let Rn := gr(An)⊗Ln L∞, Sn := gr(Bn)⊗L′n L∞, and Kn := ker(ψn).
Lemma 8.4. ht(K∞) = lim supn ht(Kn).
Proof. First, note that K∞ = lim−→n
Kn. Indeed, the inclusion K∞ ⊃ lim−→n
Kn is clear,
and conversely, if b ∈ K∞ and we fix n ∈ N such that b ∈ Sn, then ψm(b) is in the
kernel of Rm → R∞ for all m ≥ n and hence, since each ψm(b) maps to ψm+1(b) via
Rm → Rm+1, it follows that ψm(b) is zero for m ≫ n, which means that b ∈ Km for
m≫ n.
We are now ready to prove that
ht(K∞) = lim sup
n
ht(Kn).
Note that the maps Sn → S∞ are extensions of polynomial rings over the same field L∞.
Thus they are faithfully flat and hence for every prime pn ⊂ Sn its extension pnS∞ is
prime.
Consider first the case where ht(K∞) < ∞ and let p ⊂ S∞ be a minimal prime
over K∞ with ht(p) = ht(K∞). By Remark 5.11 we have that p is finitely generated
by elements f1, . . . , fr ∈ S∞. For each n > 0 let pn be any minimal prime over Kn
contained in p ∩ Sn. Then p
′ := lim
−→n
pn is a prime of S∞ with K∞ ⊂ p
′ ⊂ p, so p′ = p.
Let n1 > 0 be such that f1, . . . , fr ∈ pn1 , then pn = p ∩ Sn for n ≥ n1. Given any chain
of primes
(0) = q0 ( q1 ( · · · ( qt = p ⊂ S∞,
pick si ∈ qi \qi−1, and fix n2 such that s1, . . . , st ∈ Sn2 . Then for every n ≥ max{n1, n2}
we get a chain of primes
(0) = q0 ∩ Sn ( q1 ∩ Sn ( · · · ( qt ∩ Sn = pn.
Thus ht(K∞) ≤ lim supn ht(Kn). The other inequality follows by the going-down theo-
rem applied to Sn → S∞.
If ht(K∞) =∞, then, since ht(K∞) ≥ ht(KnS∞), a similar argument shows that the
sequence {ht(Kn)}n is unbounded. 
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We can now finish the proof of the theorem. Since Bn is formally smooth, for every
n ∈ N ∪ {∞} the natural map
SymL′n(nn/n
2
n)→ gr(Bn)
is an isomorphism (see Remark 7.3 for the case n =∞). Furthermore, the diagram
Sn
ψn
// Rn
SymL′n(nn/n
2
n)⊗L′n L∞
σn
//
≃
OO
SymLn(mn/m
2
n)⊗Ln L∞
γn
OO
is commutative.
By Theorem 8.1, the map σ∞ is an isomorphism, and hence
ht(K∞) = ht(ker(γ∞)) = ecodim(A∞).
Similarly, by Corollary 8.2 σn is an injective L-linear map of polynomial rings, and we
have
ht(Kn) ≤ ht(ker(γn)) = ecodim(An).
Then we conclude by Lemma 8.4. 
Theorem 8.5. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a perfect field k and α ∈ X∞.
Assume that either k is a field of characteristic zero, or α is a k-rational point. Then
we have
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(Fitt
d(ΩX/k))
where d = dimαη(X). In particular:
(1) If X is a variety then ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(JacX).
(2) If αη ∈ Xsm and X
0 ⊂ X is the irreducible component containing αη, then
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(JacX0) <∞.
Proof. First note that it suffices to prove the theorem when αη ∈ Xsm, as otherwise the
right hand side of the stated inequality is infinite and the statement is trivial. Let us
therefore assume that αη ∈ Xsm.
For every r, let Jr := Fitt
r(ΩX/k) ⊂ OX . On the one hand, for every finite n we have
by [dFD, Lemma 8.1] that
edim(OXn,αn) = (n+ 1)dn − dim({αn}) + ordα(Jdn),
where dn = d(αn,ΩX/k) is the Betti number of ΩX/k with respect to αn (see [dFD,
Definition 6.1]) and {αn} the closure of αn in Xn. On the other hand, since α is not in
an irreducible component of X∞ that is fully contained in (Sing(X))∞, we have
dim(OXn,αn) ≥ (n+ 1)d− dim({αn})
for all finite n. Since for all n large enough we have dn = d, we deduce by Proposition 6.2
that ecodim(OXn,αn) ≤ ordα(Jd) for all n ≫ 1. We conclude by Theorem 8.3 that
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(Jd), as stated.
Regarding the last two assertions of the theorem, (1) follows by the fact that if X
is a variety then, by definition, JacX = Fitt
d(ΩX/k). As for (2), if αη ∈ Xsm then by
Lemma 8.6 we have ÔX∞,α ≃ ÔX0∞,α, and hence we can apply (1) to X
0; note also that
in this case we have α ∈ X0sm and hence ordα(JacX0) <∞. 
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We include a proof of the following property, which is well known to experts and is
remarked in [Dria].
Lemma 8.6. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k and α ∈ X∞ an arc with
αη ∈ Xsm. Let X
0 ⊂ X be the irreducible component containing αη. Then ÔX∞,α ≃
ÔX0∞,α.
Proof. We may assume that X = Spec(R) is affine. By abuse of notation we write α for
the map R → A[[t]]. Let a := ker(α). If (0) =
∏
i qi ⊂ R is a primary decomposition
with q0 the minimal prime defining X
0, then the condition αη ∈ X
0 translates to q0 ⊂ a
and qi 6⊂ a for i 6= 0. Let A be a test-ring, i.e., A is local with maximal ideal m, residue
field K equal to the residue field of α ∈ X∞, and m
n = 0 for some n ∈ N. Let α′ be any
A-deformation of α, that is, given by a map R→ A[[t]]. To prove the lemma, it suffices
to show that a′ := ker(α′) ⊃ q0. We have the commutative diagram
R
α′
//
γ′ !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
A[[t]] //

L[[t]]

A((t)) // L((t))
where A((t)) denotes the localization of A[[t]] at the ideal m. Since A[[t]] → A((t)) is
injective, we have a′ = ker(γ′). Let f ∈ q0. Take any fi ∈ qi \ a for i 6= 0. Then
g := f
∏
i fi ∈ a
′. Since γ′(fi) 6= 0 modulo m, we have that γ
′(fi) is a unit. Thus
0 = γ′(g) = γ′(f)u where u is a unit, and in particular f ∈ a′. 
Theorem 8.7. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a perfect field k. For α ∈ X∞ such
that αη ∈ X \Xsm, we have ecodim(OX∞,α) =∞.
Proof. Note that since k is perfect we have X \ Xsm = Sing(X), and in particular the
condition that αη ∈ X \Xsm is equivalent to having α ∈ (Sing(X))∞.
For every n ∈ N, let πn : X∞ → Xn be the truncation morphism, and let αn :=
πn(α) ∈ Xn. Note that for n = 0 this notation is consistent with the one already
introduced for α0. Let L and Ln denote the residue fields of X∞ and α and of Xn at
αn. By [dFD, Lemma 8.3] (see also [dFD, Remark 7.4]), for all n sufficiently large the
differential map
(Tαπn)
∗ : mαn/m
2
αn ⊗Ln L→ mα/m
2
α
has rank at least (n+ 1)d(α) − dim({αn}), where
d(α) := dimk(α(η))(ΩX/k ⊗ k(α(η))).
Then, by Proposition 6.6, we have
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≥ (n+ 1)d(α) − trdegk(Ln)− dim
(
Opin(X∞),αn
)
= (n+ 1)d(α) − dimαn(πn(X∞))
where πn(X∞) denotes the Zariski closure of πn(X∞) in Xn.
Since X is of finite type, X∞ has finitely many irreducible components (see [Reg09,
Theorem 2.9] and [NS10, Corollary 3.16]). This implies that for n sufficiently large we
have
dimαn(πn(X∞)) = max
C∋α
dim(πn(C))
where the maximum is taken over the irreducible components C of X∞ that contain α.
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Let C be one of the irreducible components of X∞ containing α, let β ∈ C be its
generic point, and let Z ⊂ X be the closure of βη in X. From [dFD, Lemma 8.6] we
have
dim(πn(C)) ≤ (n+ 1) dim(Z) ≤ (n+ 1) dimα0(X).
Since αη ∈ Sing(X), we see by the definition of d(α) that d(α) > dimα0(X), and therefore
lim
n→∞
(
(n + 1)d(α) − dim(πn(C))
)
≥ lim
n→∞
(n+ 1)
(
d(α)− dimα0(X)
)
=∞.
We conclude that ecodim(OX∞,α) =∞, as claimed. 
Corollary 8.8. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k and α ∈ X∞. Assume
that either k has characteristic zero, or α ∈ X∞(k). Then we have αη ∈ Xsm if and only
if ecodim(OX∞,α) <∞.
Proof. If k has characteristic zero, then the corollary follows by Theorems 8.5 and 8.7.
Let then k be any field, and assume that α ∈ X∞(k). For a field extension k ⊂ k
′,
we denote X ′ := X ×Spec(k) Spec(k
′) and let α′ : Spec(k′[[t]]) → X ′ be the arc obtained
by base change from α. Since a point of X is in the smooth locus if and only if it
is geometrically regular, we can find a field extension k ⊂ k′ such that α′ is not a
regular point of X ′. By faithfully flat descent of regularity, we can replace k′ with a
larger field extension and assume without loss of generality that k′ is perfect. Note that
X ′∞
∼= X∞×Spec(k)Spec(k
′), and hence OX′∞,α′ ≃ OX∞,α⊗kk
′. Then, by Proposition 6.9,
we have
ecodim(OX′∞,α′) = ecodim(OX∞,α).
This reduces to the case of perfect fields, where the result follows from again by Theo-
rems 8.5 and 8.7. 
9. On Drinfeld–Grinberg–Kazhdan’s theorem
Theorem 8.5 can be seen as a finiteness statement for singularities of the arc space at
arcs that are not fully contained in the singular locus. One of the first major results in
this direction is the theorem of Drinfeld, Grinberg, and Kazhdan, which we will state
below in its version in [Dria]. Recall that for any equicharacteristic local ring (A,m, k) a
DGK decomposition is an isomorphism Â ≃ k[[ti | i ∈ I]]/a, where a is an ideal of finite
polynomial definition.
Theorem 9.1 ([GK00, Theorem 2.1], [Dria, Theorem 0.1]). Let X be a scheme of finite
type over a field k, and let α ∈ X∞(k). If αη ∈ Xsm, then the local ring OX∞,α admits
a DGK decomposition.
As mentioned in Remark 5.3, any DGK decomposition of OX∞,α induces an isomor-
phism of formal schemes
X̂∞,α ∼= Ẑz×ˆ∆
N,
with Z a scheme of finite type over k, z ∈ Z(k) and ∆ = Spf(k[[t]]). The formal scheme
Ẑz is often referred to as a formal model for α. While Ẑz is not unique, there exists a
unique minimal one in the following sense.
Theorem 9.2 ([BS17b, Theorem 7.1], [BS19a, Theorem 1.2]). Let Ẑz and Ŵw be two
formal models for α which are indecomposable, i.e., they are not of the form Y×ˆ∆ with
Y a formal scheme. Then Ẑz ∼= Ŵw.
Definition 9.3. The indecomposable formal model of α is called the minimal formal
model and denoted by Zminα .
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Note that the formal model provided by Theorem 9.1 is not minimal in general, which
we will see in Section 10.
Combining Theorem 9.1 with the results of this paper, we obtain the next result
which provides a characterization of k-rational arcs admitting a DGK decomposition.
The result also gives an explicit bound for the embedding codimension; we should stress
that such bound does not follow from the proofs in [GK00,Dria,Drib].
Theorem 9.4. Let X be a scheme of finite type over a field k. For any α ∈ X∞(k), the
following are equivalent:
(1) αη ∈ Xsm.
(2) OX∞,α admits a DGK decomposition.
(3) OX∞,α admits a weak DGK decomposition.
(4) ecodim(OX∞,α) <∞.
Moreover, if k is perfect and αη ∈ Xsm, then
ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(JacX0)
where X0 ⊂ X is the irreducible component containing αη.
Proof. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is Theorem 9.1, the implication (2) ⇒ (3) is obvious,
the implication (3)⇒ (4) follows from Corollary 5.10, and finally Corollary 8.8 gives the
implication (4)⇒ (1). The last statement follows from Theorem 8.5. 
Example 9.5. Let X be the hypersurface defined by x0xn+1 + f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 and
α ∈ X(k) the arc given by (t, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ k[[t]]n+2. Assume further that the hypersurface
H ⊂ An given by f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 has a singularity at 0. Then, as shown in [Dria], a
DGK decomposition for OX∞,α is given by
ÔX∞,α ≃ k[[x1, . . . , xn]]/f(x1, . . . , xn) ⊗ˆk k[[ti | i ∈ N]].
The singularity of α is thus again given by H and ecodim(OX∞,α) = 1. On the other
hand, the order of α with respect to the Jacobian ideal JacX is 1, hence the bound in
Theorem 9.4 is sharp in this case.
Example 9.6. Similarly as in the previous example, let X be the hypersurface defined
by x0xn+1 + f(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 where f is a polynomial of multiplicity 2, and take this
time α ∈ X∞(k) to be the arc given by (t
m, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ k[[t]]n+2. Denoting by g(j) the
j-th Hasse–Schmidt derivative of an element g ∈ k[x0, . . . , xn+1] and setting for short
I = {0, 1, . . . , n+1} and J = Z≥0, X∞ is defined by the ideal a = ((x0xn+1+f)(j) | j ∈ J)
of P := k[x
(j)
i | (i, j) ∈ I × J ]. Let m ⊂ P be the maximal ideal at α. Since x
(m)
0 is
a unit in the local ring Pm, we see that the ideal in(aPm) is generated by the elements
x
(j)
n+1 for j ∈ J , and in(f
(l)) for 0 ≤ l ≤ m−1. As long as f is chosen so that in(f (l)), for
0 ≤ l ≤ m− 1, form a regular sequence (e.g., f = x1x2 would work), we get that OX∞,α
has embedding codimension m. Since clearly the order of α with respect to JacX is also
m, this shows that the bound in Theorem 9.4 is sharp for all possible orders of the arc
with the Jacobian ideal of X.
Let us mention here the following consequence of Theorem 9.4, which implies that the
local rings of closed arcs in the arc space provide plenty of examples of non-Noetherian
rings for which their embedding codimension agrees with their formal embedding codi-
mension.
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Corollary 9.7. If X is a scheme of finite type over a field k, then
ecodim(OX∞,α) = fcodim(OX∞,α)
for every α ∈ X∞(k). If k is perfect, then the same holds for all constructible points
α ∈ X∞ with αη ∈ Xsm.
Proof. Assume first that α ∈ X∞(k). If αη ∈ Xsm then the equality follows by Theo-
rem 9.1 and Proposition 7.6. If αη ∈ X \Xsm, then we have ecodim(OX∞,α) = ∞ by
Corollary 8.8, and we conclude by Theorem 7.8. Suppose now that α ∈ X∞ is a con-
structible point with αη ∈ Xsm. By [dFD, Theorem 10.8], OX∞,α has finite embedding
dimension, and hence the assertion follows by Corollary 7.5. 
We now state the following application of Theorems 8.1 and 9.1, which says that a
generic projection of the base scheme induces an efficient DGK decomposition at an arc
that is not contained in the singular locus.
Theorem 9.8. Let X ⊂ AN be an affine scheme of finite type over a perfect field k,
α ∈ X∞(k) with αη ∈ Xsm and d = dimαη(X). Let f : X → Y := A
d be the map induced
by a general linear projection AN → Ad, and let β := f∞(α). Then the associated map
ϕ : OY∞,β → OX∞,α,
gives an efficient formal embedding of OX∞,α. Moreover, if k is infinite, then there exist
formal coordinates ui ∈ ÔY∞,β, i ∈ N, such that ker(ϕ̂) is generated by finitely many
polynomials in ui, hence ϕ̂ induces an efficient DGK decomposition.
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 8.1 together with the fact that OY∞,β is
formally smooth over k. Regarding the second assertion, we know by Theorem 9.1 that
the map ϕ induces a surjection
ψ : ÔY∞,β → ÔZ,z⊗ˆkk[[ti | i ∈ N]]
with Z a scheme of finite type over k and z ∈ Z(k). If Z is smooth at z then there
is nothing to show. Otherwise, by Theorem 3.15, we may assume that Z ⊂ An, where
n = edim(OZ,z). Since ψ induces an isomorphism of continuous cotangent spaces the
statement follows from Proposition 3.9. 
The next example illustrates in concrete terms the content of Theorem 9.8 when X is
a hypersurface in an affine space, where the existence of the efficient formal embedding
as in theorem can be verified directly from the equations.
Example 9.9. Let f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn, y] and X be the hypersurface defined by f . For the
sake of convenience, we will write x = (x1, . . . , xn). Let α = (x(t), y(t)) be an arc on
X such that ordα(JacX) = ordt(
∂f
∂y (x(t), y(t))) = d > 0. We write x(t) =
∑
j a
(j)tj and
y(t) =
∑
j b
(j)tj; note that a(j) = (a
(j)
1 , . . . , a
(j)
n ). Let D = (Dp)p≥0 be the universal
Hasse–Schmidt derivation on k[x(j), y(j) | j ≥ 0], where x(j) = (x
(j)
1 , . . . , x
(j)
n ). Then
X∞ = Spec(R∞), where
R∞ = k[x
(j), y(j) | j ≥ 0]/(f (p) | p ≥ 0),
with f (p) := Dp(f). Note that f
(p) depends only on x(j), y(j) for j ≤ p. The arc α then
corresponds to the ideal mα of R∞ given by
mα = (x
(j) − a(j), y(j) − b(j) | j ≥ 0).
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Setting f˜ (p)(x(j), y(j)) := f (p)(x(j) + a(j), y(j) + b(j)), we get that
OX∞,α ≃ k[x
(j), y(j)](x(j),y(j))/(f˜
(p)).
We are going to make use of the following explicit formula from [dFD, Section 5]:
∂f (p)
∂y(q)
= Dp−q
(
∂f
∂y
)
, q ≤ p.
The condition ordt(
∂f
∂y (x(t), y(t))) = d implies that, for p ≥ d,
∂f˜ (p)
∂y(q)
(0, 0) =
∂f (p)
∂y(q)
(a, b) = Dp−q
(
∂f
∂y
)
(a, b)
{
= 0, p− d < q ≤ p
6= 0, q = p− d.
Now the above implies that the initial forms of f (p), for p ≥ d, can be written as
in(f˜ (d+i)) = y(i) + g(d+i)
where g(d) ∈ k[x(j) | j ≤ d] and, for i > 0, g(d+i) ∈ k[x(j), y(l) | j ≤ d + i, l < i]. In
particular, the elements x(j) and f˜ (d+j), for j ≥ 0, give formal coordinates in k[[x(j), z(j) |
j ≥ 0]], hence the map
ϕ : k[[x(j), z(j) | j ≥ 0]]→ k[[x(j), y(j) | j ≥ 0]], x(j) 7→ x(j), z(j) 7→ f˜ (j+d)
is an isomorphism. Write hi := ϕ
−1(f (i)) and a := (h¯0, . . . , h¯d−1), where h¯i is obtained
from hi by setting z
(j) = 0 for all j ≥ 0. Then we get that
ÔX∞,α ≃ k[[x
(j) | j ≥ 0]]/â.
Observe that the map k[[x(j) | j ≥ 0]] → ÔX∞,α is the efficient formal embedding from
Theorem 9.8 with respect to the projection (x, y) 7→ x. However, this isomorphism does
not induce a priori a DGK decomposition a priori since the ideal â is not necessarily of
finite polynomial definition with respect to the variables x(j).
10. Efficient embedding of the Drinfeld model
It is useful to compare the formal embedding given by Theorem 9.8 to the one pro-
vided by the Drinfeld–Grinberg–Kazhdan theorem. This comparison is done below in
Theorem 10.2. We first need to recall the construction of the Drinfeld models.
Let X ⊂ AN be an affine scheme of finite type over a field k, consider a k-rational arc
α ∈ X∞(k) such that αη ∈ Xsm, and let d := dimαη(X) and c := N − d. Let X
0 be the
irreducible component of X containing αη (note that d = dimX
0), and let X ′ ⊃ X0 be
the complete intersection scheme defined by the vanishing of c general linear combina-
tions p1, . . . , pc of a set of generators of the ideal of X
0 in AN . As explained in [Dria], the
respective inclusions induce isomorphisms ÔX∞,α ≃ ÔX0∞,α ≃ ÔX′∞,α (detailed proofs
are given in Lemma 8.6 and [BS17b, Section 4.2]). Pick coordinates x1, . . . , xd, y1, . . . , yc
in the ambient affine space AN . For a general choice of such coordinates, we can assume
that
ordα
(
det
(
∂(p1, . . . , pc)
∂(y1, . . . , yc)
))
= ordα(JacX′) = ordα(JacX0) =: e <∞.
Drinfeld defines a specific formal model for ÔX∞,α depending only on the choices of the
coordinates xi, yj, the equations pl, and the order of contact e. Concretely, consider the
affine space Am where m = e(1+2d+ c). We denote by R[t]<n the space of polynomials
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of degree < n with coefficients in R. Denoting by Qn the scheme representing the functor
R 7→ tn + R[t]<n, the space of monic polynomials of degree n with coefficients in R, we
identify Am with the product Qe×Ad2e−1×A
c
e−1. Under this identification, a k-rational
point of Am corresponds to a triple
(q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t)) ∈ (te + k[t]<e)× (k[t]<2e)
d × (k[t]<e)
c.
In particular, coordinates in Am take the form q(n), x¯(n)i , y¯
(n)
j . Consider the conditions
p1(x¯(t), y¯(t)) ≡ · · · ≡ pc(x¯(t), y¯(t)) ≡ 0 mod q(t),
det
(
∂(p1, . . . , pc)
∂(y1, . . . , yc)
(x¯(t), y¯(t))
)
≡ 0 mod q(t),
adj
(
∂(p1, . . . , pc)
∂(y1, . . . , yc)
(x¯(t), y¯(t))
)p1(x¯(t), y¯(t))...
pc(x¯(t), y¯(t))
 ≡
0...
0
 mod q(t)2.
(10a)
Here adj(B) denotes the classical adjoint of a matrix B. As explained in [Dria] and
[BS17b, Sections 3.3 and 3.4], the conditions in (10a) are polynomial in the coefficients
of q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t), and therefore they define a finite type subscheme Z ⊂ Am.
Write the arc α in the coordinates (x, y) of AN as α = (a(t), b(t)) where a(t) ∈ k[[t]]d
and b(t) ∈ k[[t]]c. To α we associate the point z = (te, a¯(t), b¯(t)) ∈ Z given by
a¯(t) ≡ a(t) mod t2e, b¯(t) ≡ b(t) mod te. (10b)
It is shown in [Dria] that Ẑz gives a (finite-dimensional) formal model for α, that is,
X̂∞,α ∼= Ẑz×ˆ∆
N. (10c)
The isomorphism in (10c) can be expressed somewhat explicitly in coordinates. We
identify Ad∞ with an infinite-dimensional affine space A
N, and we use the notation ξ(t)
for points in AN. Hence coordinates in AN take the form ξ(n)i , with 1 ≤ i ≤ d and n ≥ 0.
The disk ∆N appearing in (10c) is the formal neighborhood of c(t) in AN, where c(t) :=
t−2e(a(t))≥2e is the truncation of a(t) to degrees ≥ 2e divided by t
2e. Summarizing, we
have described coordinates (x(t), y(t)) in X̂∞,α and coordinates (q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t), ξ(t)) in
Ẑz×ˆ∆
N. As explained in [Dria], the isomorphism in (10c) gives the relation
x(t) = q(t)2ξ(t) + x¯(t),
and we have
x¯(t) ≡ x(t) mod q(t)2, y¯(t) ≡ y(t) mod q(t). (10d)
We emphasize that these relations only hold at the level of formal neighborhoods.
Notice that the point z ∈ Z depends on the arc α, but the scheme Z only depends
on the choices of the coordinates xi, yj , the equations pl, and the order of contact e.
The choice of coordinates xi, yj also determines the linear projection AN → Ad given by
(x, y) 7→ x, and hence the induced map f : X → Ad.
Definition 10.1. With the above notation, we say that (Z, z) is a Drinfeld model of
X∞ at α, and that it is compatible with f .
We are now ready to state and prove our comparison theorem.
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Theorem 10.2. Let X ⊂ AN be an affine scheme of finite type over a perfect field k,
let α ∈ X∞(k) with αη ∈ Xsm, and let d := dimαη(X). Let f : X → Y := A
d be induced
by a general linear projection AN → Ad and β := f∞(α). Let (Z, z) be a Drinfeld model
compatible with f , and let X̂∞,α ∼= Ẑz×ˆ∆
N be the corresponding DGK decomposition.
(1) The composition map
Ẑz×ˆ∆
N ∼−→ X̂∞,α →֒ Ŷ∞,β
is the completion of a morphism g : Z × AN → Y∞.
(2) If X0 ⊂ X is the irreducible component of containing αη and e := ordα(JacX0),
then the composition map
Ẑz →֒ Ẑz×ˆ∆
N ∼−→ X̂∞,α →֒ Ŷ∞,β ։ ̂Y2e−1,β2e−1
is an efficient formal embedding. Moreover, at the level of associated graded
rings, we have that
gr(OZ,z) = Im(gr(OY2e−1,β2e−1)→ gr(OX∞,α)).
Proof. We use the notation introduced at the beginning of the section. In particular: we
have coordinates (x, y) in AN such that the projection AN → Y is given by (x, y) 7→ x;
we write α = (a(t), b(t)), so β = f∞(α) = a(t); we have a space Am with coordinates
(q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t)), and Z ⊂ Am is defined by the conditions in (10a); the point z ∈ Z is
given by z = (te, a¯(x), b¯(x)) as in (10b); the formal scheme Ẑz×ˆ∆
N is contained in the
completion of Am × AN at (z, c(t)) where c(t) = t−2e(a(t))≥2e, and the coordinates in
this affine space have the form (q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t), ξ(t)).
We define a map Am × AN → Y∞ via
(q(t), x¯(t), y¯(t), ξ(t)) 7→ q(t)2ξ(t) + x¯(t),
and we let g : Z×AN → Y∞ be the restriction. It is clear from the discussion surrounding
(10d) that the completion of g gives the composition of Ẑz×ˆ∆
N ∼−→ X̂∞,α →֒ Ŷ∞,β, and
the first statement of the theorem follows.
We compute the tangent map of g explicitly. With a small abuse of notation where
coordinates of elements and coordinate functions are written in the same way, we denote
a tangent vector on Z × AN based at a point (z, c(t)) = (te, a¯(t), b¯(t), c(t)) by
( te + dq(t)ǫ, x¯(t) + dx¯(t)ǫ, y¯(t) + dy¯(t)ǫ, c(t) + dξ(t)ǫ )
where dq(t) ∈ k[t]<e, dx¯(t) ∈ (k[t]<2e)
d, dy¯(t) ∈ (k[t]<e)
c, dξ(t) ∈ k[t]d, and ǫ2 = 0. The
image of such a tangent vector under g is given by(
te + dq(t)ǫ
)2(
c(t) + dξ(t)ǫ
)
+
(
x¯(t) + dx¯(t)ǫ
)
=
(
t2ec(t) + x¯(t)
)
+
(
dx¯(t) + dξ(t)t2e + 2c(t)dq(t)te
)
ǫ
= a(t) +
(
dx¯(t) + dξ(t)t2e + 2c(t)dq(t)te
)
ǫ.
In other words, the tangent map of g at (z, c(t)) is given by
dx(t) = dx¯(t) + dξ(t)t2e + 2c(t)dq(t)te,
or, in coordinates (recall that c(t) = t−2e(a(t))≥2e), by
dx
(n)
i =

dx¯
(n)
i if n < e,
dx¯
(n)
i + 2
∑
k+l=n−e a
(k+2e)
i dq
(l) if e ≤ n < 2e,
dξ
(n−2e)
i + 2
∑
k+l=n−e a
(k+2e)
i dq
(l) if n ≥ 2e.
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From this we see that g induces a surjective map between associated graded rings
ϕ : k
[
dx
(n)
i
∣∣∣ n∈N1≤i≤d ] ≃ gr(OY∞,β) −→ gr(OZ,z)⊗k k[ dξ(m)i ∣∣∣ m∈N1≤i≤d ] .
We have a commutative diagram
k
[
dx
(n)
i
∣∣∣ n∈N1≤i≤d ] ϕ // gr(OZ,z)⊗k k[ dξ(m)i ∣∣∣ m∈N1≤i≤d ]
λ

k
[
dx
(n)
i
∣∣∣ n<2e1≤i≤d ]⊗k k[ dx(n)i ∣∣∣ n≥2e1≤i≤d ] ψ⊗kµ // gr(OZ,z)⊗k k[ dξ(m)i ∣∣∣ m∈N1≤i≤d ]
where λ is the gr(OZ,z)-linear map given by
dξ
(m)
i 7→ dξ
(m)
i − 2
∑
k+l=m−e
a
(k+2e)
i dq
(l),
µ is given by dx
(n)
i 7→ dξ
(n−2e)
i for n ≥ 2e, and ψ agrees with the map gr(OY2e−1,β2e−1)→
gr(OZ,z) induced by the composition
Z → Z × {c(t)} →֒ Z × AN → Y∞ → Y2e−1,
which is given by
(x¯(t), y¯(t), q(t)) 7→ x¯(t) + t−2e(a(t))≥2e q(t)
2 mod t2e.
The map λ is invertible and, by Theorem 8.1, the map ϕ is surjective, thus ψ is
surjective as well. This implies that
gr(OZ,z) = Im(gr(OY2e−1,β2e−1)→ gr(OX∞,α)),
and hence the last assertion follows. For the first part of (2), the fact that ψ is sur-
jective implies that the map induced on completions ̂OY2e−1,β2e−1 → ÔZ,z is surjective
as well. The fact that this is an efficient embedding follows from the injectivity of the
corresponding tangent map. 
11. Applications to Mather–Jacobian discrepancies
Throughout this section, let X be a variety over a field k of characteristic zero.
Given a prime divisor E on a normal birational model f : Y → X, we define theMather
discrepancy k̂E := ordE(Jacf ) and theMather–Jacobian discrepancy (or simply Jacobian
discrepancy) kMJE := k̂E − ordE(JacX) of E over X. Note that these definitions only
depend on the valuation ordE defined by E and not by the particular model chosen. The
definition extends to any divisorial valuation v = q ordE , where q is a positive integer, by
setting k̂v := qk̂E and k
MJ
v := qk
MJ
E . When X is smooth, both discrepancies agree with
the usual discrepancy of E over X. We say that X is MJ-terminal if kMJE > 0 whenever
E is exceptional over X. As proved in [Ish13,dFD14], this condition is equivalent to the
condition that ifX ⊂ Y is a closed embedding with Y smooth and c = codim(X,Y ), then
for any closed subset T ( X the pair (Y, cX) has minimal log discrepancy mldT (Y, cX) >
1. We refer to [dFEI08,Ish13,dFD14,EI15] for general studies related to these invariants.
The results of this article, together with a theorem from [dFD], yields a new proof of
the following theorem of Mourtada and Reguera.
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Theorem 11.1 ([MR18, Theorem 4.1]). With the above notation, let α ∈ X∞ be the
maximal arc defining a given divisorial valuation q ordE (i.e., such that ordα = q ordE).
Then dim(ÔX∞,α) ≥ q(k
MJ
E + 1).
Proof. We have edim(OX∞,α) = q(k̂E + 1) by [dFD, Theorem 11.4], and Theorem 8.5
gives us ecodim(OX∞,α) ≤ ordα(JacX). It follows then by Proposition 7.4 and Corol-
lary 7.5 that
dim(ÔX∞,α) = edim(OX∞,α)− ecodim(OX∞,α) ≥ q(k
MJ
E + 1).

Assume now that X is an affine toric variety. To fix notation, let T be an algebraic
k-torus, N := Homk(Gm, T ), M := HomZ(M,Z), σ ⊂ NR a rational convex cone, and
X := Spec k[σ∨∩M ]. Note that every v ∈ σ∩N defines a T -invariant divisorial valuation
on X.
In their recent article [BS19b], Bourqui and Sebag study DGK decompositions of X∞
at arcs that are not fully contained in the T -invariant divisor of X. The focus is on the
open set X◦∞ := X∞ \ (X \T )∞. They prove that for any α ∈ X
◦
∞, the local ring OX∞,α
only depends on the associated valuation ordα, and in particular so does the minimal
formal model [BS19b, Corollary 3.3]. In particular, if we set
X◦∞,v := {α ∈ X
◦
∞ | ordα = v},
then we can denote by Zminv the minimal formal model of X∞ at any arc α ∈ X
◦
∞,v.
The next theorem is one of the main results of [BS19b]. A similar, more general
property is proved for elements v satisfying a certain property called Pv; we refer to the
original source for the precise statement.
Theorem 11.2 ([BS19b, Corollary 6.4]). With the above notation, if v is indecomposable
in σ ∩ N , then the associated minimal formal model Zminv has dim(Z
min
v ) = 0 and
edim(Zminv ) = k̂v.
Indecomposable elements v ∈ σ ∩ N are characterized by the property that their
centers on any resolution of singularity of X are irreducible components of codimension
1 of the exceptional locus, see [BS19b, Theorem 2.7]. In the terminology of the Nash
problem, these form a particular class of essential valuations. By combining the above
theorem with our results, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 11.3. Let X = Speck[σ∨ ∩M ] be an affine toric variety.
(1) For any indecomposable element v ∈ σ ∩N , we have kMJv ≤ 0.
(2) If X is singular and Q-factorial, then X is not MJ-terminal.
Proof. Part (1) follows immediately from Theorem 11.2 and Theorem 9.4, and (2) follows
from (1) and the observation that if X is singular and Q-factorial then σ∩N necessarily
contains an exceptional indecomposable element. This is just because the exceptional
locus of any resolution of singularity of a Q-factorial variety has always pure codimension
1, and the set of essential (toric) valuations is nonempty if X is singular. 
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